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Inspectors Found no Diseased Fire in Old Workings Causes Such as Declare Willingness to Half Dazed He Rescued Medical Fifth of the Big Gun Type of Lusitania and Other Big Ships
Student by Carrying
Terrible Disaster at
Espouse His Cause and
Dairy Cattle in Santa Fe
Fighting Their Way to
Fighting Machines fcr
Him Out.
His Arms.
District.
Uncle Sam.
New York.
Gallup.
Territorial TreasTraveling Auditor
of
V. Saitord and Captain
Uie Mounted Police went to Albuquerque yesterday-- and returned today.
Policy Forms Approved.
The insurance department of the
Territory today passed upon and apr
forms of policies for
proved
i he
Equitable Life Insurance Society

Es2:',.
General
Dec.
aswill
is
it
immediately
said,
trada,
sume the offensive against the gov
ernment of president .vaariz. ine in- sureent leader holds that the Zelayau
element was removed from consider-- !
atiou by the sweeping battle of Rama,
A march on Managua is believed to
imminent. The prisoners captured
at Rama have been well fed and all
who now espouse, the cause of Es-- 1
trada will be armed and enrolled in

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 2:1. Hemic
Qneeiistown, Dec, 2:!. The North
Philadelphia, Pa., le 2.1. The bat- olm- rescue work by J. Washington
tU'ship Utah was launched at the New Atlantic is being swept by storms of
sou. a negro janitor, saved the iives York Shin Building Comttanv's yards unusual violence. The French liner
ot a score ot persons in the Kialto ;,t Camden, N. J., this morning. The j Chicago from New
ork tor Havre
oifice structure vur i,atti.hii. i iri.irfi if. bvu nn had to put in here to replenish her
building, a
alat Ninth street and Grand avenue, t.(tial afloat as a first-clas- s
fighting coal and water supply. She is
i
this city, which was destroyed early machine, she is fifth of all the big ready overdue at Havre. A number
lnl"rs. im''uing
today by a fire caused by a gas ex-b- e irnn hanleshin for the Tinted States "f
are now fighting their way through
When navy. Her displacement is nearly
torty-fouplosion. The loss is $300,oot'i.
i reniendoiis
seas to New York.
the fire was discovered, Johnson
tons, two thousand greater than
forms for
dashed through the halls on the floors the Delaware and North Dakota and
of New York and forty-fiv- e
above, where a number of physicions she is expected to develop a speed of ' TILLINGHAST'S AIRSHIP
the Pacific Mutual Life Insurance
issued
of
to
be
the
the
ranks
Los
of
and medical students were sleeping, more than twenty and three-fourth- s
MAKES ANOTHER FLIGHT.
insurgents.
Angeles
Company
It is understood that Estrada's and gave the alarm. When he be- knots an hour. There will he ten
after .January 1, 1910, and the limited
movement on Managua will be by way lieved he had aroused every one, he twelve-incpayment life form of the Germanic
gun in the main arma-Mysterious Aviator Hovers Ovar WorLife Insurance Company.
of Greytown, which he is expected
started to leave the building, but ment and sixteen five-incquick fir-- !
cester, and Throngs Watc'ied
Found No Diseased Cattle.
capture with little show of resistance, learned that Charles R. Manley. was ing guns to be provided for defense
Its Maneuvers.
Today Minefields realizes what real still missing. Johnson immediately against torpedo boat attacks. The
The tuberculosis test of all dairy
war means.
he wounded nil me nos- plunged into the smoke-fillehalls, niain armor belt is about eight feet
cattle in this district has been comWorcester, Mass., Dec. 23 Flying
in many homes, found Manley, and
lie
dead
carried
aniand
; whie and
of an average thickness of
diseased
riot
a
pitals
and
single
pleted
of from thirty to forty
at
cruiser
from
to
the
man
American
surseons
the
safety.
'ten inches. She will carry a crew of milesa speed
mal was found in the entire inspecan
a mysterious airship
hour,
I
A second explosion occurred
Des Moines are giving splendid assist
just 01u, diousand men.
tion district of E. E. Van Horn, of
over Worcester,
last
appeared
night
as
the
hrenien
and
half
ui
wounded.
arrived
of
care
the
the
ance
in
this city. Mr. Van Horn today inspect
a few minutes,
over
the
hovered
city
several'
dozen of them were blown
Zelaya Will Resist.
ed a, shipment of cattle made by S. M
about two hours and
for
i
disappeared
2:1.
None
re
was
feet.
Dec,
injured.
Santa
severely
Messages
Washington,
Jteeves of Stanley, southern
AUTOMOBILES
then returned to cut four circles above
FIGHT AT
j NO
ceived by the state department today
Fe county, to Santa Fe.
the
i
city, meanwhile using a searchthe
assumed
COLORADO
SPRINGS
has
that
indicate
Zelaya
Notary Public Appointed.
of tremendous
power. Thouj
light
in
AFTER ANOTHER PARK,
direction of military operations
to watch
streets
the
Governor Curry yesterday appointsands
thronged
FOR
western Nicaragua and a stubborn
visitor.
the
ed A. M. Edwards of Farmington,
mysterious
revoadvance
of the
resistance to the
:!.
South
Colorado Springs, Dec.
San Juan county, a notary public.
The airship remained over the city
army is looked for. Riots i rv, ii
f
n ni vr
i ;
lutionary
ti ill
in,
Guard
National
New
Company.
fifteen minutes all the time at
j
about
and
at
Granada,
Fal,'Si r,jnars of Hercules and other;
Masaya
reported
A company of the First Regiment Saskatchewan
Visitor Pur are
a height of about 2,000 feet, too far
of
Throws
me Mantle works of nature, will soon
Governor
Utah
The
officials
here
however,
regard
of Infantry of the National Guard has
to enable its precise shape to be seen.
overwhelming victory of the cfme a part of the park system of
chases $100,000 Worth
Out Hint to Direct
;heen mustered in by Acting Adjutant
The glaring rays of the great searchat Rama the be-- : t,.ra(io snrins's. if the nark coinmis- forces
General Brooks, with Otto F. Edler as
in Chicago
of
MaJriz
the
end
of
light, however, were sharply defined
Zelaya.
ginning
sion consumates pending negotiations.
Question
captain; B. F. Littleton, first lieutenas potential factors For nearly 30 years this great scenic
and
faction
their
against the snow which covers the
ant and Frank H. Donahue as second
The dark mass of the ship
a
month
within
and
in
that
city.
in
Nicaragua,
resort has been
possession
lieutenant
Und,er the Dick bill, 58 WHEAT
CROP
PROSPERITY General Estrada will be the de facto and an entrance fee private
could lie dimly seen behind the light.
has
been
ALTITUDE
charged.
HIGH
IS TOO
men are necessary before a company
After a time it disappeared in the
An option has been given for 217,500,
president of Nicaragua.
can be mustered in.
direction
of .Marlborough, only to re
acres, and it is proposed to call an
later.
turn
of
Toil
Sons
Have
Handed
BY
FIRE
LOSSES
for
of
bonds
election for the issuance
Horny
Jeffries Is Accustomed to San
TWO CONSTITUTIONAL
At the time of its visit Wallace 13.
CONTINUE TO BE HEAVY. $33 500 immediately, this bond issue
Lots of Money to
CONVENTIONS IF NECESSARY.
Francisco Says Diplomatic
the Worcester man who
j
niort-the
and
with
interest
'
Tillingl.ast,
together
Spend.
claimed to have invented a
Executive.
from
to
be
recently
gage
liquidated
Cincinnati
at
Warehouse
ultimately
Whisky
Revised Statehood Bill Makes Provisf
marvelous aeroplane, in which he said
te profits of the canon during the
Goes Ur in Smoke National
ion in Case First Attempt
Sas23.
a
I
C.
J
he had journeyed to New York and
Coe,.
Dec,
15 or 20 years. The. acquisition
Detroit,
next
do
not
"I
23.
Dec.
at
Guard
Philadelphia,
Armory
Pittsburg
Should Fail.
j return
katchewan farmer, dropped into
by way of Boston, was absent
canon by Colorado think the Jeffries-Johnsoof
South
Cheyenne
fight will
Destroyed.
time
he
home and could not be lo
the
his
from
and
it
by
would
a park system be ever held at Salt Lake," said Govyesterday,
give
Springs
A Washington letter says that the bad finished his visit had purchased
cated.
in all the world.
unrivalled
ernor William Spry of Utah last night.
statehood bill that will be introduced thirty automobiles for his farmer
Pittsburg, Dec. 23. The Fourteenth
The visitor from the clouds was
The governor and party arrived yesin the Senate by Senator Borah will friends in the far northwest. He is regiment armory Pennsylvania Na- HERO OF CHICAGO
at
first
of
sighted over Marlborough
the
the
launching
terday to attend
be in part a duplicate of the new bill not an agent. He told his neighbors tional Guard was last night totally deFIRE IS DEAD. battleship Utah. The governor was 5:20. The sixteen miles between this
introduced in the House by Mr. Ham he was going east, and they gave him stroyed by fire. Loss $100,000.
asked directly whether he will per- city and Marlborough was covered in
Fourteen thousand blank catridges
ilton on December 14th, this latter their orders, accompanied by bank
mit the fight to be pulled off at Salt thirty minutes. Coming up from the
23.
Dec.
Colorado
John
Springs,
bill having passed the department of drafts. The deals are mostly cash, stored in the building exploded, addLake.
"It is a question of what I in southeast the sky voyager veered to
hero of the historic Chica- j
the interior with the approval of the and aggregated nearly $100,000. The ing to the hazardous work of the fire- Hopkins,
official
my
capacity should allow," he the west, remained in sight a few
and
first
fire
of
the
driver
pony
go
department. The bill has been rewrit cars he bought are all high grade men fighting the flames.
said
"The fact is this, Jef- minutes, then disappeared to the
smilingly.
express between St. Louis and San
Cincinnati Had Bad Fire.
ten and in many details differs from several being in the four to five thou
to fighting northwest. In five minutes the search
fries
been
has
accustomed
died
at
the
poor
county
Cincinnati, Dec. 23. A fire that Francisco,
the bill introduced by Mr. Hamilton sand dollar class. The bumper wheat
in
San
and
Francisco,
really,
gentle light, was again seen glowing in the
in
Colorado Springs a few days
farm
on December C. There are some crops of the northwest it is said, were threatened the destruction of an en1
be
able darkness like a monster star and the
would
think
not
he
do
Horn in Illinois in 3 832, Hopkins men,
cause of so much prosperity.
tire block in the heart of the city's ago.
changes as to details concerning the the
was living in Chicago at the time of to fight in the high altitude of Salt ship came up, hovered over the city
business center, last night destroyed the big fire; he saved many lives and Lake."
a short time and disappeared to the
donations of land for common schools
southeast.
the
and the various institutions, an well DEATH BUSY WITH
whisky warehouse of Sol was portrayed
northern
by many
RUTHLESS HAND. and Sis
as to the manner of selecting lieu
Friedbers, Fourth street and newspapers as the hero of that con- LONG DISTANCE
Two hours latter an eager shout
LINE.
INTERURBAN
Central
and the firm's stock flagration.
avenue,
from
the waiting crowds announced
lands and the revenue and adminisas
After
his
experiences
A." J.' McLauri n
of whisky, valued at $125,000. The j driver for the pony express, he settled
return.
its
tration of lands which are now within Strikes Down Senator,
Slowly, its light sweeping
While Seated in a Rocking
entire loss is estimated at more than here in 1873 and spent his time seek- To Be Built From Fort Worth to San the heavens it circled four times
forest reserves.
Chair.
The firemen turned their ing gold and hunting bear.
above the city and then disappeared
$200,000.
The most important change, how
Antonio Power House Every
attention to saving the surrounding
Miles.
finally, heading first southerly and
ever, is the insertion of a provision
Twenty
Jackson, Miss., Dec. 23. United buildings. The Grand hotel for some MRS. WATSON DECLARES
then to the east.
which will allow the forming of a
A. J., .McLaurin died time was in
HER HUSBAND IS SANE.
danger.
second constitution to be submitted to States Senator
23.
C.
L.
San Aantonio, Tex., Dec.
Marlborough Reports Strange Visitor.
night, at his home in
23. A cable mesNew
Dec.
York,
the people should the first constitu- suddenly last
the
of
one
of
princiChicago,
Marlborough, Mass., Dec. 23. An
Hodges
Death was due to an at- STRIKE OF SWITCHMEN
sage from Havana has been received pal promoters ot the San Antonio-Fo- rt airship was sighted over Marlborough
tion fail of adoption. Under the orig- Brandon.
withcame
and
failure
heart
WILL END TOMORROW. from Maureen Watson, the bride ol
inal bill the constitution once sub- tack of
Worth interurban railway has early last night going northwest at
at 6:30
out the
William Watson the poet, in which announced that the
mitted to the people must be adopted o'clock. slightest warning
surveys for the thirty or more miles an hour. PerSt. Paul, Dec. 23 The end of the she denies that her husband is insane
or rejected.. If rejected, the entire
been
and that the sons in all sections of the city reroad
made
have
When the fatal stroke came upon switchmen's strike will
probably come and calls in question the motives of
Issue stopped.-- In the rewritten bill
of it. Its
him, Senator McLaurin was seated in tomorrow. President Perham of the Robinson Watson, whose statement to rails will be down In about nine ported having had a glimpse
was
In the.
a provision Is made that in case the a
course
say
be
they
general
standard
months.
road
will
in
The
rocking chair in front of the fire
Council of the that effect was given in explanation
people of the two new states should his library. He suddenly fell forward Railway Department
Ar- direction of Clinton.
electric
and
gauge
throughout.
exof his brother's attack on the
fail to adopt the first constitution without speaking a word and life was American Federation of Labor,
rangements have been made by which
belief today, saying that
this
Mrs. Watson says:
pressed
within
the
submitted,
governor shall,
EXPERIMENTS AT
extinct when members of his family the two cent differential in wages
"Mr. Robinson Watson's message to the street railway systems of the FLYING
twenty. days after: the vote has been reached him. .The swift summons of
FORT SAM HOUSTON.
cities to be touched will be utilized
dimen
of
mountain
the
the
wicked
is
to
world
a
the
ruin
attempt
taken, call the constitutional conven- death followed within a few moments granted
as
as
well
new
road.
the
by
Freight
visions will not hinder negotiations.
my husband's reputation in America."
tion tq reconvene and form another a remark by Senator McLaurin that
passengers will be carried. Power One of the Wright Brothers Will Be
be
will
in
constitution which,
turn,
he was then' feeling' "b'etteK- than at
Asked By Government to
plants will be located twenty miles
submitted to the people in the same any time since his recent "severe illParticipate.
apart and wherever possible branch
way.
ness, resulting from an attack of CROWNED
lines will be run to towns not on the
ptomaine poisoning.
main line. In many cases these will
San Antonio. Tex.. Dec. 23. AlGETTING IT IN NECK
No announcement as, to funeral arbe extended into street railway sysLieutenant Benjamin Foulois
ON ALL SIDES. rangements had been made at. a late
tems. Among the cities to be touch- though
I.
ALBERT
ORGANIC
will
have
charge of the areoplane ex-- ,
,
hour last night.
ed by the main line are: New Braun-fels- ,
periments to be made at Fort, Sam
As to the successor to Senator McSpecial Committee of Explorers' Club
San Marcos, Austin, Georgetown, Houston
in a few weeks' time, it has
an
out.
is
It
apthat
Hands Down Dr. Cook Another
Laurin,
pointed
Temple, Waco and Hlllsboro. The become known here that one of the
Wicker-sha- m
Lemon.
pointment mlight) be made Imme- Church Bells Ringing and Attorney General
country to be traversed is well setWright brothers will be asked by the
diately by Governor Noel, or that the
tled.
Imof
Shouts
Down
Hands
an
the
be
United States government to assist
new
selected
Popular
Senator
by
might
New York, Dec. 23. The report of
which
meets
in
Janin them. Incidentally it is asserted
state
legislature
the special committee which invesApproval
AROUSING INTEREST
Opinion
portant
the maneuvers to be made with
that
uary.
tigated Dr. Frederick A. Cook's claim
IN COOK CASE.
the
areoplane will be the most extenhaving reached the summit of Mount
IN
sive
LEAD
IS
THE
DIXIE
yet conducted by the government,
will
be
to
delivered
the
SPEECH
McKinley
WHY HOT
MEXICO Order of Railway Conductors Is SendFtOHJHE
the terrain at the military reservaIN POPULARITY.
board of governors of the Explorers'
ing Circulars Broadcast Throughtion in question being admirably suitClub tomorrow. While the investigaout
United States.
It is understood
tors do not divulge the text of their Its Time is the Favorite of the Peo- - Promise
That Administration No Limit to Size of Parcel of Guadalajara, Mexico, Dec. 23. In an ed forat thethe purpose.
the Wrights
same
time,
that
of
Yankee
report they do not deny it discredits
United States
pie
effort to arouse the general interest
of Congo WU1 Be
Jfriar Land That May Be
will try to recapture the $4,000 Miche-li- n
Dr. Cook's claim.
Doodle Is Second.
Of the United States and to secure
Humane.
Sold.
Another Cook Yarn.
prize, being at present the holders
Immediate action by the state departWashington, Dec. 23. "Dixie" finalNew York, Dec. 23. William
L. ly has been officially proclaimed as
ment for the release of James A. of that trophy.
Cook said today that he. believed that
Tne scene of the flights will be the
Brussels Dec. 23. Albert I, King
the first of American songs and music
Washington, Dec. 23; Attorney Cook, the American railroad conduchis brother Dr. Frederick A. Cook. in
drill ground at Fort Sam
of
with
cavalry
his
memis
Elizateth,
the
This
queen
in
Belgians,
tor
the
the
"patriotic popularity,"
penitentiary here,
General Wickersham today rendered
.has been the victim of violence verdict
Houston.
This comprises, over 100
state
made
into
their
the
of O. G. T. Sonneck, chief of
bers of Guadalajara division No. 540,
entry
capital an
"I had a letter from Dr. the division of Music of the
opinion for the war department
abroad.
have acres of cleared, level ground on top
Order., of Railway Conductors,
Library from Laekin this' morning. Cannon
Cook early this week," said his broth- of
has prepared an
to the Ameri- of an elevation higher than, either the
Congress, who has just Issued from boomed, the royal salute; church bells that the Philippine government
er, "in which he said he is hurrying tne government press, an exhaustive rang and hundreds of thousands of the right to sell the "friar lands" in can people, "appeal"
it broadcast. city of San Antonio or the Fort Sam
sending
to Copenhagen with his proofs - of
shoutstreets
notthe
musiacres
lined
on
American
of
loyal
four
number
famous
subjects
desirable,
any
report
Copies are being mailed to members Houston barracks. There are practichaving found the North Pole. He cal compositions.
"Yankee Doodle," ing welcomes. King Albert's speech withstanding the organic act of the of Congress. In the appeal, former ally no hish winds to. Interfere with
should have reached Copenhagen be- he says, though no longer a national from the throne was an eloquent trib- Philippine government, which limits Ambassador Thompson is declared to the program ot the avifors The flights
fore this and as he has been threat- song, is still a national air and second ute to his uncle, the late Leopold II. the sale of unapportioned public lands have written a letter that prejudiced will be made unler the auspices ot
ened I fear his enemies have overomy, to "Dixie" In the popularity con He said a policy of humanity will be obtained by treaty from Spain to for- the Cook case with the
Company "I" of the United States
taken him."
test!
applied to the Congo.
ty acres.
signal corps.
i
Governor

urer M.
Charles

Curry,

A. Otero

Special to the New Mexican.
Alamagonlo, N. M.. Dec. 23. An accidental explosion at the stone quarry
of the El Paso and Southern Railway
at Tecolote, Lincoln county, caused
the death of one native laborer who
was blown to pieces and serious injury to another native as well as to
W. T .Wells of Alamogordo, who was
injured about the face. Both of the
injured men were brought to the hospital at Alamogordo.
Fatal Explosion at Gallup.
Porfirio Garcia and Miguel Aranda
are dead at the Weaver coal mine near
Gallup, McKinley county, and a dozen
were seriously injured by an explosion
of gas yesterday caused by the fire
which has been burning in the old
workings the past seven years. Gar
cia and Aranda died a few minutes
after being taken out of the mine.
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Champaign
Cheese
Cheese Sticks
Cloves Leaf

Perfetto

Festions
Nabisco

and

Sartoga
Vanilla
Phillapena

WAFERS

j

j

Siek-,-n-

b

frown, or a si;ih, or a laush, or a
smile,
Are thinys, that keep travelin' along:
An' each (loin' duty, accordin' to kind,
Fur happiness, sunshine, or wronp:.
So friend, if you meet with a feller

inter

that's

Grocery Co.

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

rated

down,"

j

j

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

j

MANIJFACTURER
JEWELER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy ai.d Ladies' J?ur Repairing a Specialty

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
FRANK F GORMLEY

cnoW

h'a'n'di.e

SANTA FE, N. M.

J. D. MULLIGAN

AT C

17TTrUT7I
RKSIPEXCW
NIGHT PHONK
PICTURE

PlTl

FRAMING

TRY OUR

j

Given Careful
Personal Attention

ICQ

TASTEFULLY

AND

iOK

A&U

PHONE

SATISFUCTORILY

DONE.

Alfa lea
Also Good lot Chickens
GroM

SOLE AGENTS

j

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
F10Er, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

How's This?
We offer one hundred dollars reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,

Salt anil Seeds

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

mH"lwl";a
Right Prices
Right Goods
Right serve.

m.

c. YOSlTZ

wa"ches
9

MANUFACTURED OB

ha

c-Vi-

s

a kj mi
rm.urtcc
-.-

-.-

--

;

.

t..-- j -

4 ;WELRY
St.

Ig
$

Cut Class, China and Silverware

I 35 San Francisco

O.

I

SANTA FE, N. M.

Christmas Choppers

Gifts useful and ornamental. Our store will be open nights December 18th until December 25th for the convenience of our patrons.

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY

DEAR FRIENDS:

Once more wi'fuoe t lie nnerry Xmas'feflson with all ItR ixcod time of
gift Kiving, and ntrnin the old problem in wlint appropriate am) pleasing
Will Not Reduce Liquor Licenses
relatives' confronts us. it is impossible
way to
A poll taken of the mayor and city
ip a brief way to mention all the inm ense Irfitims of our Holiday stock
rouucil of AJH?rque by the Albu- for this year, but know that a' visit to our store will pive you the idea
shows only
aiidrsiwestion youLbave been looking for in, selecting your most, imuuerque Citizen-Tribun- e
Alderman Xeustadt in favor of reducportant Rifts.
AV'e would,
ing the annual retail liquor license
(specially rnllfyou attention.rt this particular time to the
from $1,500 to $1,000. The mayor and
latest styles of percolators,
rights, carvirt? sets, aiso a fuli line
of newest designs in table and miscelaneous cutlery, all ofwhich make
the other seven councilmen are opposvery usefuls and appeciaties '(rifts.
ed to any reduction.
First Basket Ball Game of Season
Also'roniember in plnnirir
and a complete ' line
At the basket ball game at the Armyour Xmast dinner that "SAVORY ROASTER" of kitchen
we have
he famous
ory on the 29th of this month, befor the holiday feasts
tween the Occidentals of Albuquerque and Company F. team of this city,
you will certainly get your money's
worth. Come out, spend seventy-fiv- e
cents and help the local boys along,
and incidentally enjoy a pleasant evening dancing.
Go to Fischer Drug Company's
presents. Their stock is varied
enough to please everybody
and
prices are right.
Speaking of basket ball players,
you should see Earl B. Wilson. He is
a member of Company F tem, and
the way he handles the ball is a cau- tionIt W'H make your eyes pop. You
had better take in the game to be
played at the Armory next Wednesday, for if you don't, you will regret
Phone
Phone
it. A dance follows the game, and
No 14
No 14
you need not he timid about brinsrinsr
the nicest girl in the world, for the
dance will be first class
Still Predicting Snow Local snow
is predicted for tonight and Friday nt.m3nm.
by the weather bureau. The snow
predicted for last night did not touch
Santa Fe although there was a heavy
frost and this forenoon was sun- shiny and warm. The maximum tern-- ;
perature yesterday was 32 degrees in
New
the shade and 60 degrees in the sun.
The minimum temperature was 12 degrees. The relative humidity was 84
per cent at six o'clock yesterday,
D,.V?SED
morning.
Died on the Way to Santa Fe
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
Darby Dempsey of Corry, Pa., died at
Cieneguilla while on his way to the
Sisters hospital at Santa Fe. Thurs-- l
day his body was brought back to'
Taos for burial which took place to- day. The deceased came to Taos sev-- '
Academic and Preparatory Courses
eral weeks ago as a representative
of the Dr. Rittenhouse interests of,
form Separate Departments
Chicago, 111. He was ill upon arrival.
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.
Send for Prospectus
He was about twenty-fou- r
years of
age and leaves a blind father and two
Studies resumed September 1st.
invited sisters who reside in Pennsyl- BROTHER HERMES. President
van ia Taos Valley News.
Was He From Santa Fe County?
If the deputy sheriff who was here
the first of the week from another
county, and for misconduct had to be
taken to jail barefooted and in his
night clothes, was here tonight and
Al D .RETAIL
had to take that same tramp he would
RATON
certaiiuy nave good cause to com-- 1
plain of cold feet. Estancia Daily
YANKEE!
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Santa Fe,

The argument is again in our favor.
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125831

Phone
213.

"Tie Quality Drugist"

Phone
213.
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CAPITAL COAL YARD.
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Telephone 85
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interest you in either large or small quantity.

list of customers is rapidly
We will

growing this year

appreciate your name among them.
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Lump

If Prices count for anything

Zook's Pharmacy

1

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
bawed Wood and Kindling,

is mi

55 LSS3 U V U

'if

Wood

.

If Experience Counts for anything in preparing
Prescriptions

We ought to have your Business

U iXr

,5

St. Michael's College

inte-n-all-

XS5SJ

j

oodBavi
HARDWARE CO.

We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions, and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. Herald.
y,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
'Continued on Paee Eiebt.)
acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Testimonials sent free. Price 75. c.
Sold
bottle.
all
LA
by
per
XATIVE BROMO Quinine- Tablets
Take
druggists.
Druggists refund money if it fails to cure
Take Hall's Family Pills for
K W.
..
GKOVK'S
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Box, 25r.
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j

Undertaker and Embalmer

vvvv

Ask for a weathei chart calendar
at Fischer Drug Company's. They're
free.
Real Estate Transfer The real es-- !
taie and insurance firm of O. C. Wat-- j
son and Company have sold to Mrs.
Angus McGiliivary, four lots on Don
Caspar avenue, this city. Considera-- j
tion private.
At. the basket ball gabe to be played
next Wednesday, between
the Com-- i
pany F team of this city and the Al-- j
buquermie Occidentals, will appear a
star, one Albert H. Clancy, and to see
him handle the ball, is worth the
price of admission itself,
Arrested Joe
del
Saloonkeeper
Frame, a saloonkeeper in Old Albu- querque was arrested yesterday on
the complaint of Serafin Garcia that
del Frate had drawn a gun on him
and threatened to shoot him. Del
Frame must also answer charge of
permitting women to loiter in his

renicmbei-ourfriendsan-

j

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

2:5.

for

j

a
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temperature.

Died

Suddenly Miss Gladys Long,
daughter of George W. Long of Chi-- i
cago, died suddenly at Las Vegas on
Saturday afternoon.
Died of
Heart Failure Xicolasa
Apodaca, wife of Vicente Tmiillo,
died suddenly at Las Vegas, of heart
failure.
She was aged forty years.
Hrw
Parminn U
Artlirp nrt
Campbell the father of scientific
farming in the arid regions, was book
e,i ior a lecture at. i.as Vegas yester- ciay atternoon.
Took Out a Marriage License Ben-itGonzales, aged u.'l years, of Sheridan, X. II., and Gumesindo Ortiz y Ortiz of Rivera, yesterday took out a
marriage license at Las Vegas.
Wedding at Albuquerque Fred S.
Graefe and Miss Angie L. Dillon were
married Tuesday evening at Albuquer-- i
que by Justice of the Peace V. W.
McClellan. The couple will reside at
El Paso.
Raton Railroad
Badly Hurt Wil- liam McCambrilge, a former resident
of Raton, had a leg crushed, his jaw
broken and sustained injuries aboijf
his head and face, while braking a
j train at
Kansas City, Mo.
Dolores Was His Name Sir Do-- i
lores Almanzar was taken into cus-- i
tody at Las Vegas for having too big
a cargo of firewater on board. He
managed to scrape together enough
to pay his fine of $5 and costs
Businessman Succumbs to Tuber- culosis Harry c. Sprague, who came
to Las Vegas from Kansas City three
weeks ago, tor his health, died on
He was 31
Tuesday of tuberculosis.
years of age and was in the liver
business at Kansas City.
Insane Man Taken From Train
a man named Thomas Swiles was
tanen trom banta Fe eastbound pass
enger train .No. S at Las Vegas, because of his strange actions due either to drink or insanity. He was on
his way home from San Francisco to
Xewport News, Virginia.
Military Weddinn Lieutenant Arthur W. Hansen, U. S. A., and Miss
Ida Hart were married at the home of
the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Hart at Gallup, Rev. William
Warren of the Protestant Episcopal
church at Albuquerque
officiating.
The bride was attended by her sister,
Miss Edith Hart,
and Lieutenant
Aherman Hoyt was best man. After
the holidays the couple will leave for
Honolulu where the groom is
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New
Mexico: Local snow tonight
and I'liday with stationary

taxes.
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Deco-

Jewelry Silverware,

.

will
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Denver,

All smiles are the golden crowned
children of liht :
An' born fur to brighten this life:
To lift loads from the hearts of man- kind,
An' banish all sorrow an' strife:
Then gather sich children of light to
your fold;
Defy all influences vile;
An' when to the end of the trail you
have come,
Your greetin' will sure be a smile.
Treasurer E.
Big Tax Collections
Pinney of Bernalillo county, during
the last month collected $101,000 in

CALL AND SEE IFOR YOURSELF

A TREE

IIIRJHD OITV Tf1DlfC
I

AVeather

An' kinder got, blue fur awhile,
.list scatter his gloom with a hearty
ole laugh:
An' light up his path with a smile.

No. 40

Telephone

Jfe GIEA'
of &m$mms

"I have been using Cascarets for
i, with wliicil 1 have been afmcted
for tuentv vears. and I can fav that Cnst- carets have pven me more iviiet' than any
other remedy I have ever tried. I shall
certainly recommend them to civ friends
as being all that they are represented."
Thos. Gillard, lU;.;m, 111.
Pleasant. Palatable. Potent. Taste Goo4.
DoGood. Never
Weaken or Gripe.
u
10c, 2Se, 5i)c. Xever sold in buli:. T'ie
tablPt sfa;n:c;l C C C. Guaranteed to
o01
cure or your mnnnv back.

A

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

FOR THE OLD AND YOUNG

ummmmmm

SMILE.
(Hy A. A. Cooke.)
This crooked olo trail from the cradle
to slave,
Is not alers what wo would like,
Xor is the uneven ole trip of our life
As level an' smooth as a pike;
But most, of the uneven places you
find,
Would shorten by many a mile,
If you could just see the light on
t'other side,
An' lackle the climb with a smile.
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with expedition and patents isBE
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New Mexico Military institute
entitled, and rejection Vv'e.t k ;ind miserable. If you have
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Pain
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Army
Cnited States.
get a package of Mother Cray's AUSAnav Inspectors RANK .SCHOOL IN CLASS
For months Santa Fe readers have
"The future development of Alaska TRALIAN LEAF, the pleasant herb
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"A."
will depend very largely upon
elite. It never fails. We have many
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0 too, .1 1
lor Doan's Kidney Pills, and read Retiring Governor of Territe.--t iinoriials
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easy communication
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transportadepends
regulator
equal.
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Recommendations
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tion facilities.
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effect
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mono-of Doan's Kidney
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enmr Hoggatt says should be passe 1,
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business
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my back,
present
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For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
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address.
Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store uct now brought half way around the interior and upon such lines a's should,1
W. WILLSON,
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should
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first
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ney medicine."
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For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Alaska, in his annual report for this for the construction of railways in the
liav pre- '
Co., Buffalo, year before being succeeded by Gov- Philippine islands
cents. Foster-MilburIf a railroad is to pared special
services to celebrate
be built from the coast of Alaska to 'Christmas day. At all of the church-je- s
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Every preparation made by the ernor Walter E. Clark.
New York, sole agents for" the United
Alaska according to Governor Hog the Yukon valley, it will be necessary b singing will be one of the leading
atures. At the Cathedral the choir
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gatt, passed a year of quiet develop- for the government to bear a part of
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In th
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take no other.
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for aids
navigation and the estab
mass.
Builders and Contractors
lishment of a lighthouse district or establish a base from which they can
prospect for a radius of 100 or 200
Church of the Holy Faith.
a
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tender.
PLANS & ESTIMATES
I he
miles, within which in ail probability
Sunday school's carol serv-wil- l
he
should
given something will be found which will ice
"Encouragement
and
Famished on short notice
Christmas
tree
to those engaged in mining coal iu
justify the extension of the railroad be held in the church at 10.HO
"Una
Governor
SPECIALTY
;EMENTWORK
Alaska," says
Hoggatt,
still farther toward the interior.
o'clock
afternoon.
On
Friday
less a way is found to open the coal
Gold mining is being successfully Christmas day there will be morning
fields of Alaska, the population will
on throughout the whole,
at 10:30 o'clock. On Sunday
decrease and the unknown resources carried
Ornamental Doors.
Governor Hoggatt, "The there will be the usual services,
TO
says
trict,"
of the country be undiscovered for an
recent
of
11 a. m..
of
discoveries
at
ing
prayer
can
evening prayer
indefinite period. Coal mining
veins carrying high-gradore have 'at 4:30 p. ni. A cordial invitation is
be made a permanent and profitable
been
and there extended to all to attend these serv- very encouraging,
Industry in Alaska and the establishment of camps will aid materially in srrma iu ue a. revival 01 interest id ices. F. W. Pratt, Missionary
in
soutn-easterSave Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargi
Charge.
the development of its resources. goia quartz mining tnrougnout
Alaska.
Discoveries
of
Mining of coal on Seward peninsula
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
Presbyterian.
have
On Christmas night at the First
would mean much to the people living quartz carrying high values
been made in the Fairbanks mining
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
in that section as the cost of fuel unPresbyterian church there will be the
a limited amount of de- usual
der present conditions is very high districts, and
Christmas tree celebration and Payable
Tbrougnoat the United States. Canada. Mexico
and the consumption per capita is velopment work has been done with exercises by the young folks
results.
gold
High
encouraging
grade
and all Foreign Countries.
very great. The mineral is widely ores have been discovered on the
distributed throughout Alaska and is Kenai
COLORADO
REMITTANCES SENT BY
SPRINGS
peninsula near Moose Pass and
found to be of very high grade in the
on Willow Creek, and the best of
BOUNCES POLICE FORCE.
Matanuska and Bering river valleys.
Workable deposits are also to be these prospects are being developed.
in a small Investigation Shows That New Men
found on Seward peninsula. Xo titles Placer mining continues
in
southeastern
Alaska
and the
way
are made to perfection from our having been secured
Are Needed to Clear Moral
to any coal lands
Lumb-sr- )
because the wood is in Alaska development of the depos-- j beach at Cape Yaktag and in Cook inAtmosphere of City.
This character of mining continperfect in every particular and its has not been made. Once title to let.
throughout the Yukon valley, and
Colorado Springs, Dec. 23. Police
free from every imperfection of the lands is given to the locaters, de- ues
in the Fairbanks district
activities
kaots, cracks and warpins. velopnient will follow rapidly, ai continue unabated. Increased inter- Chief H. O. McDowell of Colorado
seems to be assured
City and A. A. Stokes, a patrolman
Every foot of it is thorough'y transportationnaua
111
of est is shown in tne prospecting in have been asked for their resignations
cation
ine
and
soii;narees
dried
shrunk,
seasoned,
the Susitna and Kuskokwim valleys, or to be more
explicit their resignaRigs,
it can be absolutely relied u pen ttt.
and encouraging reports are made of tions which
in the hands of
been
have
these districts. A large number of the city council all
by carpent rs and buiders, and
along, have been
archi-- .
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
prospectors and miners are in these filed cut, to take effect December 31,
districts, and it is hoped that devel- The investigation of the police depart
tects hereabouts particularly
opments in the new territory will be ment has been going on for weeks.
mention our Lumber in their
sufficiently rapid to maintain the pro- - and
r
'"ff
,)e dty offlcias haye deci(ed tha'
pacifications.
duction of gold for several years. Ou the moral
of the town can
atmosphere
In
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of
the Seward peninsula drift mining h be better
purged with new policemen.
giving way to dredging and hydraulic Night Captain Alex Laws is scheduled
mining."
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law to diminish the controversies the force.
RIGHT.
over the ownership of placer claims
or to diminish the evils which have
'Served as coffee, the new coffee subgrown up under tne practice of stak- stitute known to
Caspar ftveirat
grocers everywhere
OF
ing unlimited numbers of claims by as Dr.
Snoop's Health Coffee, will trick
individuals or through power of ateven a coffee expert. Not a grain of
torney, and providing that eight times
the amount of work to be performed real coffee in it either. Pure healthful toasted grains, malt, nuts, etc.,
upon a single claim to continue ownMESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
have been so cleverly blended as to
one
should
for
be
peryear
ership
OUR MOTTO: To have the Best of Everything in Our Line
formed on each association claim dur- give a wonderfully satisfying coffee
taste and flavor... And it is "made in a
aDd
to
women
men
is
whose
aim
ing the year.
school
young
prepare
A
Regarding the recommendation he minute," too. No tedious 20 to 30
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
makes to change the governor of minutes boiling. Frank Andrews.
Alaska from the control of the departA IX College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
ment of the interior to the department EMPLOYING CONVICTS
ON GOOD ROADS.
of
justice, Governor Hoggatt says:
O'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household Eco"The provisions of the act for a
civil government for Alaska provides Colorado Has, Followed New Mexico's
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculthat the governor shall have authoriExample and is Building Scenic
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
ty to see that the laws of the disHighways.
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
trict are enforced and to require the
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
Colorado Springs, Dec. 23. The use
faithful discharge of their duties by
the officials appointed to administer of convict labor in the construction
SANTA FE, N. M.
527 San FrancUeo St.
for self support.
the same. The officials charged with of roads which was strongly advocated
For Catalogue and further information, address the President" the administration of the laws are by the National Good Roads Associaunder control of the department of tion at its recent Topeka convention,
justice, and it would appear that if has already been put in force by the
one of the principal duties of the gov state of Colorado with good results.
ernor is to see that the officials per-- ! A camp of 100 convicts is located 15
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
form their duties, he should also be miles south of Colorado Springs on
an oificial of the department of jus- that Canon City road.
tice. I have, therefore, to recommend that legislation to this end be
Hexamethylenetetramine
of the tinest
The above is the name ot a German
enacted.
Such a change in the law
will prevent conflict of authority, tend chemical, which is one of the many
to the establishment of a uniform pol valuable ingredients of Foley's Kid
ALL OF THE VERY
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
Remedy.
icy for the enforcement of , law. and ney
Hexamethylenetetra- AND NET.V iST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
lead to a better administration of thq minei is recognized by medical text
LATEST
&
books and authorities as a uric, acid
affairs of the Territory."
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
A general law providing for the solvent and antiseptic for the urine.
Phone Red 139
310 San Francisco St.
s5le of townsites, under supervision Take Foley'g Kidney Remedy as soon
of the secretary of the Interior, with as you notice any irregularities and
Surries, Sinile Rits & Saddle Horses
DRY
proper reservation of harbor areas avoid a serious malady. Sold by all
and lands for public purposes, Gov- druggists.
TESTED AND PROVEN
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J. PALES, President
Professor II. V. Smith of the faculty
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J. B. READ, Assistant Cashier.
HUGHES,
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINpNG COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
of the New Mexico School of Mines at
FRANK P. STURGES
aim a F WAI TER
M
Socorro, after carerui lnvesug.uiou,
a TT
n
Bn
Editor and President.
announces that, the mineral produc-- !
.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-Treasurertion cf New Mexico for 1909, includ-- '
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
coal, is close to $8,000,0(10. This
SANTA
$3.75 is a splendid addition to the wealth
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year
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ran'
tne
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Mexico.
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or
this
Mexico
in
year,
New
ducts
$20,0ii0.iiiio, the estimated product of
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
sethe ranee, vet. it places mining
fhe New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to (,urf,lv tllir(i aI1ion ; the industries of
for manufacturing has
very postofflc-- j in the Territory and has a large anJ growing circulation the territory,
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
the proportions where
reached
not, yet
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
Loans
and
millions
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
its product runs into the
'the value of the timber output for
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
JLbtL7
hoof) is given as only $2,000,000, makstocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
ing the lumber industry fourth. But
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
with such a variety of industrial proA PALPABLE INJUSTICE.
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
THEY CONTINUE TO COME.
duction as that from farming, stock
Journal raising, mining, lumbering and manuothMorning
The
and
Albuquerque
drouth
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
of
setbacks
Despite
er discouragements, the homcseekers in its obsession that some one. or the facturing, the future Sunshine stale's
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
continue pouring into eastern New jollier is Irving to restore to power in prosperity, is certainly on a fine
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal j
Mexico and the older settlers arc linn Bernalillo
affairs, former
county
advances made on consignments of livestock' and products.
in their faith that eastern New MexiA. Hubbell
Frank
Treasurer
County
I he bank executes all orders of its patrons in the
as
co is as certain of a future
banking line,
left trying EQUALITY IN REPRESENTATION.
and Iowa in their early days. strikes blindly right and
as
to
in
liberal
to
treatment
extend
them
all respects,
a
aims
and
in
Post
The
Seattle
Intelligencer,
From one issue of the Des Moines to injure leading Republicans of th
editorial in favor of statehood
of
and
bankstrong
sound
with
the
is
as
consistent
principles
safety
published in Territory. Its insane fight on Terri- for New Mexico and Arizona, makes
Swastika, a weekly
remt.
ior
The
of
boxes
is
the
patronage
Virion county, the New Mexican clips torial Chairman II. O. Btirstini
ing. Safesy deposit
that such states as Delathe
It proved futile, of ware,point
,
is respecfully solicited.
the following item judicative of actual well remembered.
Rhode Island, Maryland, eacn
public
course, for there was no ground or of which is represented by two Senaconditions:
iKru ruxruTJTn.n.nj'uvmjTJ
excuse for it. Similarly its attacks
tors, in the natural course of events
"Everything at present indicates a on National Committeeman
Solomon
cannot expect any great increase in
bumper crop next year. From early
makes more friends for
and that therefore the infall until the present scarcely a week Luna simply
accusation that populationwhich
The
Mr.
bare
Luna.
or
rain
a
gives a state like Delagood
equality
has passed without
is a dictator who insists up- ware which has less
snow. Bv snrinsr the ground is going Mr. L.una
population than
on rule or ruin, is so palpably unjust,
New Mexico, two Senators, is one that
to be soaked with moisture to the
that no Republican takes any stock
On the
depth of several feet and this ought in it. for Mr. Luna, Is the last of all will increase with each year.
that
New
other
Mexico,
today
hand,
to insure two or three . good crop
himself into has a
......
i. - urne tiu leaders, who obtrudes
the
than
population
greater
me
.now
is
at
least,
years
the lime light, who wants to boss or
of the states had when they
majority
come to Now Mexico.
who insists that his opinion must go. were
admitted, has prospects of
"Dr. llassott has 70 acres of land Mr. Luna is by temperament a concilimore
its population much
WILLIAM VAUGHN PROP,
plowed and harrowed down and all ator, a harnionizer, and perhaps, more rapidly than the older states and Fhus
in good shape for next season's crop. than any other leading Republican, each
year reducing that inequality
in
One
This is the largest acreage, if our in- has submerged his own personality which is caused by the constitution
cultivaformation is correct, under
and will in the mandates of the ma giving each state equal representation
Cuisine and
Lirge Sample
tion by any one man in this vicinity, jority, even though he more than any in the Senate. Even today, there are
Table Service
Room for Comand farther than this, the doctor is 'other person has carried the par six states having a total of twelve
mercial Travelers
Unexcel
led
localana
in
this
tor
men
in
worked
lias
few
it
one of the very
ty financially,
Senators that have less population
roll
to
to
up
attention
has
out
of
season,
are
who
helped
any
giving
thus
which
ity
each than has New Mexico
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
of soil culture. for it majorities when majorities were far has been denied a vote in
scientific methods
and1
Most, people here do not seem to get needed to save its very existence
the idea into their heads that laud in has ever been at its beck and call,
althis country should be plowed and har- asking nothing for himself and
It is a marvel that the death rate
means
tune
and
patriotways
to
giving
get the
rowed in the fall in order
AMERICAN AND
of
New Mexico cities is so low as it
best results in crop production. Land ically and unselfishly to help others,
EUROPEAN PLAN
it.
so
is considered that
many
is, when
that is plowed in the fall and left the party, the Territory and its
to
come
the
healthseekers
territory
rough, and land that is plowed in the
in the last stages of consumption.
spring, is quite likely to be full of
Citizen-TribunThe New Mexican wonders whether Last evening's Albuquerque
air chambers and as dry as a Kanenumerated
for
instance,
sas election at seeding time. This the following from the El Paso Herdeaths in the Duke City and each of
country will never show what it is ald isn't true of Santa Fe the same as those deaths was that of a health-seeke- r
capable of producing until farmers it is of El Paso, although it should be
from another state or terrilearn to plow and harrow in the fall. true of neither city and should ie
of them had come years,
Some
tory.
Watch Dr. Barrett's crop next year said of men much less than of boys,
a few months ago, and
others
J- - E. LACOME
only
stateacof
this
nRw&kfli
and witness the truth
for a man is supposed to have
cold
of the last few days
the
sua)
of
ment.
reason
some
sense
by very
quired
hastened their end. It. is a crime on
"James Manuel and a Mr. Mitchell, his mature years :
Proprietor
the
part, of any physician to keep at
both of Madison, Mo., were here and
"The Herald is informed that young
for
until
all
home
hope
consumptives
of
west
filed on land a short distance
boys have been recently frequenting
and then send them
town during the past week. They houses in the redlight district. This is recovery is gone
Commodious Sample Rocm
to
to die, a crime for
the
southwest
have returned home to close up their a matter strictly within the province
to
criminal
which
law
prothe
ought
business affairs, one being a grocer of the police to regulate. The police
Long Distance Telephone Station.
and the other a lumberman, and they patrol on Broadway is inefficient, if it vide a stiff penalty.
will be back in a month or two to lo- cannot keep minors off the street.
The El Paso Herald which with it
cate permanently. They are men of
"Boys have absolutely no business
Steam Heated: Electric
means and were sent here as repre- down there unless they be on some the great majority of the business inFIRST CLASS CAFE
Lighted, Every Room
sentatives of a dozen or more families legitimate errand. The police ought terests and population of El Paso,
IN CONNECTION
a Good One,
of their town, all of whom are inter- to keep a sharp watch for boys in and has been fighting the Juarez race
The story of about the houses. The police should track gamblers tooth and nail, says:
ested in this country.
"A very little inquiry will satisfy
their coming is about as follows: A instruct the women on no account to
FftKSS THE BUTTON WE DO THE BEST,
copy of the Dallas Farm News con- permit boys in their houses. Viola- any candid man that the business
taining Mrs. Newsom's letter acci- tion of this rule should mean imme- men of Los Angeles are firmly opThe
posed to race track gambling.
dentally fell into their hands. It was diate vagging and banishment.
diswas
had
wholly
experience
discussthey
read then passed around and
"The evil in the system of licensed
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN
ed on the streets and in the homes. public prostitution is enough for any astrous. The merchants lost many
and
landlords
suffered.
also
bills,
some
Then a public meeting was held,
community to answer for without al"In every city where race track
doubted and said it was a fake, but lowing the system to debauch young
has taken hold, it has been
gambling
others were inclined to believe. The school boys.
THE
that men who indulge
demonstrated
to
result was that those at the meeting
"Another matter for the police
do not, will not, and canin
vice
this
nut tin the money to send Mitchell look after is the habit of young boys
not pay their ordinary bills. As a
and Manuel to this country to find out and even girls loitering about the
IFlrst Class XSesta.u.xaxrt In 2c3a..ectioxx
matter purely of dollars and cents, it
about it. Both men filed on land, streets after midnight. These uncar-e- d is
RATES 50c and up
G. LUPE HERRERA Prop,
business" for any community in
bad
and when asked if Mrs. Newsom's letfor children should be picked up which it establishes itself."
OPEN Day & Nig:ht
Santa Fe New Mexico- ter had misrepresented anything, they and taken home."
replied that it had not pictured the
The Western Liberal at Lordsburg
country half as good as it really is
The Bernalillo County Improvement
"S. Truesdale, who was here about Association has asked Congress to ap- speaks the following words of praise
a month ago, but decided to see what propriate $25,000 to have the county of Judge A. W. Cobley :
"Over in Alamogordo the tin horns f
First Class and ItcrotiMy
Washington and Oregon had to offer surveyed by metes and bounds. If "have
before making up his mind where to Congress is in an appropriating moo'd, fVirt found out there i3 a judge on !
kAnili
nQtnltlmiT
rnA
tlinf
ttuiuiiuf
locate, returned to Des Moines this it should not only appropriate $25,-00- 0 lut uuwi, xuu mat LliC
week and says he is here to stay. He
for Bernalillo county, the smallest law goes. Judge Cooley got up from
oft:
saw nothing on the trip that looked as of New Mexico counties, but $25,000 'a sick bed to sentence a bunch
CORNER DON GASPAR AND WATER STREET
died
wished
and
had
he
them,
they
good to him as the country we have for each of the other twenty-five- l
the
He
before
he
them
read
got up.
Steam Heat
Hot and Cold Water Spacious Sample Booms
counties that are so much greater in
right here."
area. But the New Mexican fears riot act and fined them $100 each.
Electric Light,
For Commercial Travelers
In Every Room
six
Colorado's last legislature was Dem- that if New Mexico counties wait un- - ' and added a jail sentence of
Modern Baths.
in
detention
months
the
county
ocratic; its present governor and ti! Congress appropriates money to bureau. As these were the first ofstate government is Democratic and survey them by nieles and bounds,'
the financial management of the Cen such a survey will never be had and fences the judge suspended sentence
as regards the imprisonment, during
tennial stale should therefore be a yet, it is an imperative need of today
behavior. If any of the bunch
good indication what the Democrats and not tomorrow. Tax commissions, good
would do to New Mexico had they boards of equalization, assessors, tax is caught gambling again he will have
control of affairs. Colorado has many collectors, can not perform the'r du to serve the jail sentence."
..
"S
sources of revenue that New Mexico ties completely until such a survey is.
has not, such as an inheritance tax, had and there isn't a county that does
"When a man playfully points a
OPPORTUNITY
HERE IS A VERY EXCEPTIONAL
direct corporation tax, and yet, on ac- not lose the cost of such survey each gun at you, knock him down. Do not
count of loose assessment methods year because it postpones action.
stop to inquire whether it is loaded
EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF
and unfair collection of taxes, the
or not, knock him down. Do not be
FROM NOW
revenues of Colorado are only $1,250,-00(The Union County Herald "suggests particular what you knock him down
ON UNTIL
a year. Despite this small income, that a meeting be called by the good with, only see that he is thoroughly
the Democratic legislature made ap- people1 of Cone, at the school house, down. If a coroner's
inquest- is held,
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
propriations which total $:,500.000 to organize a vigilance committee to lf,t it be on the other fellow; He will
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Fifl
anil the Centennial state looks a defi- deal out justice to the perpetrators of.not be missed."
This advice of an
cit into the face, the same as did New m,c
i
is
1s
senilis
excer.t
too,
uncci,
pxf,han!,p
alright,
Mexico after its last Democratic ad- common in this country." This is
until the reExcellent Assortments of
Don't
ministration. . Whatever may be said rather a dangerous suggestion, not to that you shouldn't wait
too late
It's
volver
at
is
you.
pointed
in favor of Democratic rule very few the thieves, but to the good citizens
..FaU
Many .
Burned Leather Goods
then. The gun toter should not be
'.v
'fwho
would
claim
other
is
should
see
to
that
it
to
that
it
people
honestly
officers are
The jail
Burned Wooden Placques
a financial success anywhere.
elected who will ferret out the thieves giyen that much of a show.
Call1:
articles
11 Kinds
and bring them to justice through the is , the proper' place for any man
of Drawn Work ,
that
I
and.
known to be lugging around with him
After the rush of the Christmas proper channels.
attract
Pillows
Ieatber
Tops
Jnspcta
a
or
Revolver
pistol.
holidays is over, Santa Fe will have
i
to get down to planning and preIt is to be hoped that, the investi'James J. Hill advises a rest cure
paring to make the inauguration of gation of the department of the inGovernor AVilliam J. Mills the most terior of the general land office and for the business interests of the counbrilliant social event that the old cap- of the forest service will be a search- try. What he meant, tosay is that
ital has ever witnessed. '
ing and thorough one, something like Congress and the President should
was given the postofflce department let the trusts alone, advice that will
C01-30- 3
Amistad, Union county, announces several years ago. The country can not be heeded until the trusts behave
Sati Francisco St.
Santa Fe, N, M.
ilself as a candidate for the capital of not well afford to have present con- - themselves and confor.m to the popu- tlie Sunshine State after 1915. There troversies on the subject go on in- - lar idea of the square deal for .the T.ill be others.
definitely.
workingmen.
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E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Practice in the District and Supreme Coarts. Prompt and careful
attention given 10 all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
CHARLES F. EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-Law- .

Land and Mining business a specialty.
New Mextni
Santa Fa
CATRON

Attorneys and
Office:

Santa Fe

majsi

HOTEL

j
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te
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j

HOTEL MODERN
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CATRON,
.

Catron Block.

VOLNEY HOWARD,

G.

Attorney and Counseler at Law
Practices in all courts of Territory
Speaks Spanish.
'Phone 192 Black.
Rooms IS and 19,

Laughlin Block

Santa Fe,
RENEHAN

N. M.

DAVIES.
E. P. Davles,

&

A. B. Renehan,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in the Supreme and

Di.-tri-

Courts.

Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all ther. pistrict Courts
and gives special attention to cases,,
before the Territorial Supreme Courts
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
C. W. G. WARD.

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
'
.
Las Vegas
New Mexico
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practic in the District Courts ar.
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Cruces
New Mexico
WILLIAM McKEAN,

....

Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

NORTHCUTT

Jesse

G.

Northcutt,
Attorneys-at-Law-

Offices':

Raton,

& ROBERTS,
C. J. Robert,
.

N. M.,

and

dad, Colorado.

Trini-

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the Supreme and Dis

trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
-

Socorro

wi&ss mm

CORONADO

j

&

Counsellors-at-Law-

New Mexic

j

HOTEL

-
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New Mexico

GEORGE b. BARBER,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business
Lincoln County
New Mexico
EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces

New Mexico

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
L Cruces
New Mexloi
Eastern and local bank references.
H.
UTNAM,
U. 8, Court Commissioner and
Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspon .ents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
Mew Mexico
Texico
R. W. WITTMAN,

Draftsman. ,
Copies furnished of records on file
U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
:

Geo.

M.

NEEL & COOPER, '
Neel.
Robt. L. Cooper.
"

Graduate Irrigation Engineers,
Surveys, plans, maps,, estimates,
construction, water supply and duly.
Office: East Side of Plaza. Santa Fe.
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and pleasant taste make it preferable
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business
tea

Attorney E. A. Fiskc returned last
night from a trip to Moriarty.
Charles Herrick. a traveling man
from Denver, is registered at the Palace.
Former District Clerk A. M. Ber-scrwas a visitor in Albuquerque

1

oi'siaess experience.
See thai, he has a bank account while he is growone thing that will give
ing up. There is no other
hiii a more proper insight and conception of
business than havirg his own baLk account.

c

x

the Claire.

e

Santa Fe,

Dr. C. Sachs of New York City, is
in town on a sightseeing trip. He is
a .suest at the Claire.
Thomas Dovan. a former hotel owner at Clovis is in town looking about
He is stopping at the Claire.
-

K. ,M.

DIRECTORS

G.

W. S. DAVIS,

N. B. LAUGH LIN

Cashiei.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

J.

Asst. Cashle

lifmi

vim

j

'

0

Kothwell and wife, of Denver
are in town enjoying the sights. They
are quartered at the. Claire.
' J wire John H. MoFle will be home
from Esta,ncia tomorrow evening to
spend Christmas with his family.
J. S. Candelario the curio man, lias
gone to Buena Vista to visit his mother. He will be gone a week or more.
Bias Duran and wife from Dttran,
came in yesterday over the New
Mexico Central. 'They are registered
at the Coronado.
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-for- d
left last evening for Albuquerque
from where he will go 1o El Paso to
We are selling at cost, our line of fancy hand painted plates, cups
spend the Christmas holidays.
and
LISTEN
!!!
saucers, fruit bowl., sugar bowls, cream pitchers, toilet
Prof. Fayette A. Jones of Albuquerque, and companions, have returned
bottles, vsses and other arieles too numerous too mention.
home from their prospecting expedialso have a full strj'n of
tion to Tiburon Island in the Gulf of
toy wions, toy tool cibioets. parcolotnrs
California.
j
watches, carving sets, nut sets, silver ware, revolver.-- , football and baseball
ffonds and - very thing- in chairs and furniture of all kinds.
Thomas W. Hanna, manager of the
uiweruoniv livestock company, is a
business visitor from the ranch near
Lamy and will remain in the city until tomorrow evening.
Fine
Frank Owen and family left last
night to visit relatives in El Paso.
Mr. Owen will return to Santa Fe on
I
next. Monday, but Tiis family will remain in El Paso several weeks.
AT VKKY
S HATS NOW
l.oV l'K)C.f.
V, S. Surveyor G. D. D. Kirkpat-ricIhis of all seasons make matkind more charitable
and Frank Ivie assistant IT. S.
ALSO Ostrich
Plumes, Fibbons
one
to another. The spirit of chpp riul giving is
examiner of surveys, returned yesteria all civilizs-- j lands at Yuleiide.
Doylies, Cushion lops. Fur Bands
day from a surveying trip through
the southern part of the Territory.
for Hats.
Choose early if you would choose wisely
Assistant, V. S. District Attorney S.
B. Davis, Jr., and wife have returned
AD1ES Fancy Collars, Back Combs
home to Las Vegas from a trip to
We h ive a splendid array cf sei vicible
and Embroidery Materials.
New York and Middletown, Conn., at
things to
pick froin. You can tind here many suggestions, a
the latter place visiting the parents
MISS A. MDGLER.
tew of which are mentioned below.
of Mr. Davis.
John Pflueger, the Lamy merchant,
Southeast Corner Plaza.
is selling out his stock and expects
Dolls, Toys, and doll accessories,
to go to Germany next summer to visSilver Sets, Spoons, Dish and
it his old home for a year. Thomas
W. Hanna has purchased the busiFurniture Set?.
fT."0; southern steel s $4ff G.2T, ; Poutll-- ;
ness and good will.
ern cows $2.75(&)4.2i native cows and
"Miss Grace Caldwell, teacher of
The new Marathon racers, Toy
heifers $2.60(5 6.25; stockers and feed- mathematics and Spanish in the Ari-sa.2iKrtu.20:
bulls S3ft4.25: calves
zona state normal school at Flag- iers
wagons. Mechanical toys, Gift
$3.75(8 S.25; western steers
staff, will arrive in the city Friday to western cows
Books, English baby Go-cart- s
etc.
$2.75( 4.75;
spend the holidays with her mother,
5
S.OlM).
Market
Hogs
Receipts
Mrs. M. P. Caldwell, 233 North High
bulk $S(r.S.oO; heavy $S.o0
Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur sets,
street. Miss Caldwell was a teacher higher;
S.IJ5;
and butchers
$8.10
packers,
in Santa Fe and Albuquerque prior to
Scissors
or manicure sets, Mexican
7.50.
her acceptance of the position in the 8.30;. light $7.00(fi S.25; pigs $7(f(
drawn
.Market
work, Handsome jewel
Sheep
Receipts 2,000.
Arizona state normal." Albuquerque
steady. Muttons $4,5014.75; lambs
combs, Beautiful bed room slipTribune-Citizeand
$6.25(ii S; fed western wethers
pers, Hand embroidered corset
iVearnngs $oy o.yu; tea western ewes

W. S. DAVIS.

FLICK, President

FRANKLIN

h.

G. FRANKLIN FLICK

OFFICERS

in town
He is a guest at

Miss Edna CIreeiie of Estanoia, is
la visitor in Santa Fe today stopping
at the Claire.
Nestor .Martinez of Coyote, Rio Arriba county, is among the. guests at
the Coronado.

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO
$50,000'

esterday.
.M. M. Barber of Denver, is

on mining business.

ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.

Capital

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

PERSONAL MENTION

man,
of today, will, in
years, be a
in
him
to
train
is
If you have a son, it
your duty
of
benent
the
him
o
your
busiuess methods,
give

AGL FIVE.

,1.

i

B. LAMY

R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER

WE ARE PREPARED TO HANDLE YOUR

CHRISTMAS WANTS

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

,

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M

BERGERE. Manager for Mew Mexicc .

anta Fe,

Catron

N. M.

skit5,

WE

t-

Opportunity For

Block

Xmas Se

INSURANCE SURETY

ESTATE

BONDS-RE- AL

LOANS

O

WATSON

C- -

COMPANY

&,

ESTABLISHED

IN 1882

We represent the BEST of the "OLD
LINE" Companies; if you want the BEST
Insurance, let us write it for you.
(PR AAA to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate.
q)UiUvU Some fine propositions in fruit and
alfalfa ranches. By dealing with us, you
are assured of a ''Square Deal"

Xlio e "Keel

San.

Francisco St.

Saiita

ec ti'on s

The Coming Christmas.

For the Baby

S"e, IT,

SsX.

For the

1

$4?-6.25-

NOW IS THE TIME

have that SUIT cleined, pressed and put in good shape
for fall wear. ' We will do it
.
We will coarge ) right '
The Goldberg Gleaning and Pressing Establishment
To

PHONE

203

For the

Young Lady

PALAOK AVE

208 WEST

BLACK

Youngsters

i

MARKET KbPORT

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

The New Mexica.i Printing Comhas on hand a large supply of
pany
3
23.
Call money
New York, Dec.
and
tablets suitable for school
pads
5 7S; Prime mercantile paper
the desk, and also for lawyers
work,
Mexican dollars 44; AmalgamatNew York and merchants; good everywhere. We
Atchison 1213-8- ;
ed S5
1231-8;
Southern Pacific will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
Central
Steel
133
I'nion Pacific 2015-8- ;
MONEY AND METALS.

REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
19

Catron Block, Santa.'Fe, N. M.

Does a general ABSTRACT

$20,000.00

,

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business.

iSkTrSW

SWITZERLAND

Fe Real Estate
interest

7--

90

WOODY'S HACK LINE

THE

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

THE VALLEY .RANCH
beautifully and historically situated
on the Pecos River 7000 feet above sea
level and surrounded, by pine ana
spruce covered mountalnsof upwards
to 13000 feet with sunshine every day
In the year such 4as no disease germ
can live In. The greatest health giv26;miles
ing country in the world.
east of Santa Fe.- -

GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 23. Wheat May
111
July 110
Corn May 66
July 661-ft

Man
For

MoiheT Long Camonas, Handmade work

FOl1

FflttlPF
aiUOl

baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy china, Table linen etc.
p'Pes, Cigar humidors, Felt
pers, A Victor or Edison Phono- graph will amuse the whole family

A THOUSAND
OTHER VAI.UABI.K AND
INTERESTING THINGS TO KKLECT FROM

8

W. N. TOWNSEND

v

Oats

& CO.

THE RACKET STORE.
Christmas

Specialities

pts

sangai Comforta'ble.

FARE

kp

$5.00

'

MPEHI&L LAUNOBY

"

or

Write today for Illustrated pamph et
and all information

For Best Landry Work

stockers and feeders
heifers $25.50;
and
$35;
calves $7.259.50.
Receipts 20,000. Market 5
Hogs
higher. Light $7.808.20; mixed $7.95
steers

$46. 25;
cows

8.35; heavy $88.40; rough $8.05
8.20; good to choice heavy $8.208.40;

pigs $77.80; bulk $8.108.30.
Receipts 10,000. Market
Sheep
western
steady. Native $3.505.60;

Basket leaves Monday Tuesday $3.755.60;
yearlings $6.407.25;
native
$5.758.25; western
lambs,
ndl
Returns Thursday
Friday. $5.758.20.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
Dec. 23. Cattle ReKansas
City,
3,000, including 200 sdutherns.
Market steady. Native steers $5
.

F. MILLER

covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Neckties, Suspenders. Handkers
chiefs, Military brush sets,
in oak or bras, Shaving
sets, Smokers sets, Night robes,
Pajamas etc.
Book-rack-

THE LEADING

3--

"

NlS

J.

H.S. KAUNE SCO.

1220.

3-- 8

the-Y-

'

2

Splendid trout fishing 'in Sum- mer and all kinds. Of huintng,
;140RaKKAJK rldlng-TEN-

Ttnn $10.03 and $12 00 per week'
ildluo Saddle Horses, $1.50 per day
$5.00 per week.

.

May 45
July 431-8- .
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
21.62
Jan.
21.65;
Pork
May
the north bound train and.arries at
92
12.60; May 11.90
Jan.
W
Taos at 7 p. m'.
Ribs Jan. 11.40; May 11.371-2- .
;
Ten miles shorter than any. other
LIVESTOCK.
Good convenient nacK ana
way.
Dec. ,23 Cattle-ReceiChicago,
'i
teams.i
good
Beeves $4
7,000. Market veak.'
T3aix5.gr dc&e .to Make Fas i 8.40 ; Texas steers $44.80; .western

A fanions old Spanish Land Grant

'

1251-8-

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis. Mo., Dec. 23. Wool, tin- changed; territory and western mediums, 2428; fine mediums, 2125;

i

etc,

pfd.

fine,

From

OF

For

55

(INCORPORATED)
Room

oung

MgrJalleyaanchO.

P. O. BROWN,

Agent.

CHRISTMAS TIME IS BUKIN8

Phone No 23 ceipts

Red

IF YOU WANT TO GET
TIME - WHAT YOU WANT WHEN
YOU WANT IT GO TO

THE CHAS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
C.3.exta.2eaxs

SAN
ANTA

FE

N

ST.
M.

DON'T FORGLT THE
Candies and Nuts

for the children's stockings
OUR

LINE OP

S'

Package Cundies, Bulk Candies Nuts, Table Raisins! Package Crackers, Package "Wafers
Christinas Candles is complete

WE HAVE
Christmas Candles in
all sizes and Colors

Fancy Shelled WalDUts
"
"
Almonds
,r
M
Pecans
-

FANCY CITRON ORANGE
PEEL DATES FIGS

&

LEMON

etc.

and Embalmeia

peeial Xmas bargains In
Davenports, Leather Rockers, Couches, Ingrain Carpets, Fiber
Carpets, Axmister RugsMission Dining Rooms Sets, Mission
Hall Clocks, Japanese Screens, Framed Pictures and Hundreds
of other Appropriate Articles.

'

H.S.

:

HE

Si GO.

WUli

J

D

ESENTS

We have now in stock and are every day
receiving goods for Christmas.
We havo an elegant line of gentlemen's
ties, hose ard hose supporters, mufflers

etc
For ladies an elegant line of plumes, ribbons neckwear, handkeichiefs, hose, bit
kinds of fancy articles, embroidery patterns royal flosses and filo, dolls, statuary,
vases etc.
We cordially invite every one to call arid
look over our stock and w.e feel sure we can
please you.

La Moda Millinery
Phone Black 78

Catron Block.

i

'

PGE

SIX.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N. M.
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of the Hopis, and one to the Zunis.
Mr. Brink being chairman. In the

S

DECEMBER

FRATERNAL

23. 1909.

SOCIETIES.

end, a uniform alphabei was adopted
for the languages of the Zunis. Hopis
and Navajos.
a
Rev. Mr. Fryling,
Chiristiun Reformed missionary
te
Montezuma Lodge N
Until science discovered a way to construct the Automatic the Zunis, is laboring at the reduc1. A. F. & A M K.
Smokeless Device, and make it completely dependable, all oil tion of that language to literary form
f-u 1 a r
communictloB
and Rev. Mr. Epp, a Baptist4 missionheaters had one common great fault smoke.
first Monday of sac
to
the Hopis, is performing the
ary
VV month
at
Masouu
With the advent of the Automatic Smokeless Device, and its same work for
them.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
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to
one
who has tried translat
practical application
Every
J. A. MASSIB.
ing English into another and more or
Worthy Master
less, unfamiliar tongue, knos how
N
1.
Miles Kroiu
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i
difficult it is to be sure that he i?
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ALAN & McCCRD, Secretary.
right. Even with his interpreter, Mr.
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Brink cannot be sure that the transi
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correct. There is always
working
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4 35 p. m'
the smoke problem was successfully
each month at Masaai
"
"
the chance that the interpreter may
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11 05 n. m
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"
"
iO a. ra
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
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solved.
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Thompson
have failed to catch the real signific"
a. m.
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81
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C. J. C RANDALL, h. P.
j
"
" Ounniuguain
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2 55 p. ra'
12 20 p.m.
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Clifton House Junction
Oil Heater is the ance of the language of scripture, evPerfection
The
i2 45p.m,
2 SO p m
Arr.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary
Arr.
en supplemented by the missionary's
M
matommm
0
Lv
12 25 p. m'only heater equipped with this
Lv.
'30p.m.
"
" Ollftou Hoase Junction
So as soon as a few
50 p. in.
42
Lv.
12 06 p. m7
explanation.
"
" ' Preston
"
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4 15 p. ru,
18
Sll 40 a. m- Santa Fe Commandery No.
paragraphs have been translated in"
"
" Koehler
4 45 p m.
58
11 06 a' m.
28
. . .
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Trm
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"
"
to Navajo, the missionary tries its ef, IV. 1.
" Koehler .Inex.;
4 55 p.m.
58
20
1115 a.m.
jtveguiar tuutian
"
"
" Colfax
5 50 p. m.
68
15
88
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fect upon some of the older and more
rourtn Monday in ec
"
"
" Oerrososo
S 15 p. m.
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at Masonic Hall at
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8 35 p.m.
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9 25 a. in.
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intelligent
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which insures a steady,
heat,
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Arr.
p.m.
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.
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M
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watching
" Nasf.
expressions upon
86
7 40 a.m.
N. M,
Lv
60
with the wick turned up as high as it will
..10 P.m.
" Harlan
7 25 a. m.
J. 23 p. m.
H. F. STEPHENS, 8. O.
faces he is able to judge pretty well
89
58
go, without a shred of smoke. Reverse the
"
"
" Ute Paris
7 00 a. m,
94
) 45 p. m.
69
whether the language of the Bible
PERCT F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
motion, turn the wick down there's no odor.
produces its appropriate effect upon
The smokeless device automatically locks
(I Connecti
with E. P. A . W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Oawion. N.
their minds whether it conveys the
and prevents the upward movement of the
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1.
M., 6:15 p. m.
wick beyond the proper exposure. That
meaning he intended, or something 14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
is the secret. This splendid result gives
t Connect! with C. P. A 1. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawaon, N. M.,
This rule is not in-- j Scottish Rite of Free Masonry rueeti
very different.
:C5 a. m.
leadership to the Perfection.
fallible; so having done the best he on the third Monday of each mont
i Stage for tan Houten, N. M., mMti tralna at Preaton, N. M.
can, the missionary lays that sec- at 7:30 o'clock in the evening !
You may now have a'l the heat you want when you want it and
O, & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines aa follows
tion aside and goes on to something Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
where you want it without the annoyance of smoke or odor.
NORTH SOUND
SOUTH SOUND.
Brass font holds 4 quarts of oil, which permits a glowing heat for 9 hours.
else. He is always learning; and in Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corBrass wick tube damper top cool handle. Cleaned in a minute.
No. 1, 6:01 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
a few months he goes over the old
dially invited to attend.
The Perfection is beautifully finished in Nickel or Japan.
No. 7, 1:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
work again, correcting and revising
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
for
Write
At
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T.
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Circular,
A
If Not
Yours,
Track connection with A.
Descriptive
F. Ry. at Racon and Preston, with
in the light of additional knowledge.
Every Dealer Everywhere.
Venerable Master.
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Nearest
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8. a Oes Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Not unnaturally the red men are mys- HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
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M.
N.
at
Cimarron,
tified beyond measure to see the misRy.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Secretary.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot t r the fallowing points In New Mexico: Ocato,
(Incorporated)
sionary take a piece of paper covered
Red
Lakes.
'Aurora
and
with strange markings and read from
Rayado,
6. P. O. E.
lite Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
it words an sentences that, they can
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. B.,
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eeco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
understand. It savors of magic of holds its
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regular session on the sec
some wonderful llbig medicine," the
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e
line .Navajo tongue. Progress was mystery of which their wisest sha- month. Visiting brothers are invite
W. A. GORMAN,
P. J. DED WAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
slow, and in their endeavors to make mans cannot fathom. Stranger still, and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
Gen-PassAgent
Superintendent V. Dres. and Gen Wgr
Ijiemselves understood, the Indians in their view, is the fact that some
Exalted Ruler.
RATON. N. M
were accustomed to mix in their talk of their own children are acquiring J. D. SENA. Secretary.
RATON, N M.
RATON, N M
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amazing power at the
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mission, where the written
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Knghts of Pythias.
SOP Denver.
Hopi, Ztini and other aboriginal dia- language of the Navajos is now being
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
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It's the first time in the
Meets. As soon as the missionary real- - taught.
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Rothwell. Denver; Edna Greene, Es- - the real Navajo language, but a ridic Brink's translation of the Book of
AUGUST REINGARDT. C. C.
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AMONG THE NAVAJOS.
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erary form the spoken tongue of any
Notice for Publication.
Mrs. S. Joyce, Claremont, N. H.,
Junction.
writes: "About a year ago I bought
(Serial 0824. Not Coal Land.)
Great Work Undertaken By a Young savage, nomadic people is no small
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Coughs that are tight, or tickling,
Minister
jtask. Its difficulties in the case of get quick and certain help from Dr.
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Reme Department of the Interior,
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
the Navajo are aggregated by peculi Shoop's Remedy. On this account with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m
Jemez Forest Reserve.
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At the first symptoms of a cold, give
to labor for and with the Navajos. rived from them
After exposure, and when you feel a
Now the Navajo vernacular is one
To remedy this waste of effort, at as directed, and ward off danger of equal to that done in any of the large
Limit Dec. 31st.
cold coming on, take Foley's I";aey that is not included in college or the meeting of the Southwest Indian croup, bronchitis, sore throat, cold In cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
VIA SANTA FE
and Tar, the great throat and lung seminary curricula and the mission- - conference, held at Rehoboth Mission, the head, and stuffy breathing. It work we turn out. Try our stock
remedy. It stops the cough, relieves ary couldn't see how his preaching to near Gallup, N. M., in August, 1907, a brings comfort' and ease to the little once and you will certainly come
Direct Rail
the congestion and exDels the cold the Navajos was to avail when he 'committee was appointed to bring ones. Contains no opiates or other again. We have all the facilities for
Connection.
Three harmful drugs. Keep always on hand turning out every class of work, infrom
Is mildly laxa-- '' couldn't understand a word of their about unity of endeavor.
your system.
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INDIA RUBBER
IMPORTATIONS
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Washington. 1). C, Doc. 2?,. Imporof. India
rubber into the
Vnit-(States its the year about to end
will exceed in both quantity and valuo
those of any earlier year. During the
lit months ending iwth October, 1 "!,
the importations of India rubber (inand
gutta-ierchcluding 'bauata,"
reached the record
)
total of 62 million doiia.s. exceeding
by over 0 millions the total for the
entire calendar year. If 'm;, the banner
year in this feature of the import
trade. For the single month of Octo-le- r
the imports of India rubber were
valued at over S million dollars, and
should this rate be maintained during
November and December, the total for
the 12 months ending with December.
T.iOO, would he over 75 million dollars,
as against Hi
million dollars in
1908. r4 millions in 197, and V, millions in 10(10.
The growth in demand for India
rubber, measured by the increase in
importations, has been a marked feature of the last twenty years, a period
of unusual industrial expansion. Indeed few, if any, of those raw materials for which the United States is dependent upon foreign countries for its
supply show a growth as rapid as
that of India rubber importations. In
the twenty-yea- r
period from 1SS9 to
1908 importations of hides and skins
have increased from 22 million dollars
s
to 58 millions; raw silk, from 22
to Go millions; fibers, from 24
millions to 30 millions; leaf tobacco,
from 14 millions to 24
millions;
wool, from 19 millions to 2:5 millions;
and tin, from 7 million to 24 millions;
while those of India rubber have during Ihe same time grown from 12
milmillion dollars in 1889 to 40
lions in 1908, with every indication
that the total for the year just drawing to a close will exceed 75 million
dollars.
This increase in the value o? India
rubber imported is due, in part, to the
advance in price following the enlarged demand in various parts of the
world, and especially in the United
States which consumes fully one-hal- f
of the world's output of India rubber.
Thus, while the quantity of India rubber imported has increased from 32
million pounds in 1889 to 55 millions
in 1899 and 73 millions in the 10
months of 1909 for which figures are

ftlES 10

tations

fSiG

mil-llion-

2

2

2

available, the average import price
has advanced from 39 cents per
pound in 1889 to 60 cents per pound
in 1899 and 80 cents per pound in the
elapsed months of the present year,
while for the single moith of October the average import price was
practically $1.00 per pound.
The import price of the crude rubber brought into the United States
during the 10 months for which figures are available has exceeded that
in any earlier year, having averaged
80 cents per pound in the period in
question, while the highest annual
average in earlier years was 78 cents
per pound in the fiscal year 190G, 76.
cents per pound in 1907, and 74.2 cents
per pound in 1905, the import prices
prior to that time ranging from 68
rents per pound in 1904 down to as
law as an average of 38 cents per
pound in 18S9.
Of the 62 million dollars representing the importation of the various
classes of India rubber in the 10
months of 1909 for which detailed
statistics have been completed by the
bureau of statistics of the department of commerce and labor, 58
millions
represented India rubber
proper; 2 million dollars, scrap rubber, fit only for remanufacture; 1 million dollars,
an article
similar to. and mixed 'frith rubber for
use in various industries; 357 thousand dollars balata, and 123 thousand
G

1-- 2

gutta-joolaton-

gutta-perch-

a.

g,

,

Brazil is the chief contributor to
the India-rubbe- r
supply of the United
States, the quantity imported from
that country in the 10 months ending
with October amountlns to 34 million
pounds, valued at 30 2 million dol- lars; while the United Kingdom contributed, presumably from its African
and East India colonies. 9 million
million dolpounds, valued at 10
lars; Mexico, 15 million pounds, valmillion dollars; Germany,
ued at 5
4
million pounds, valued at 3 2
million dollars; other Europe, 6 3
million pounds, valued at practically
6 million dollars; while from the East
Indies direct there was a total impor
tation of a little over 1 million pounds,
and from Central America, slightly
less than 1 million pounds.
The relation of Inda rubber importations to domestic manufactures in
which that article is used as a raw
material is apparent by reference to
census figures, which show that the
number of establishments engaged in
manufacture of rubber and elastic
goods has increased from 93 in 1880
to 224 in 1905; the capital employed,
from G million dollars to 46 millions;
the wages paid, from 2 2 million dollars to nearly 9
millions; and the
milvalue of the product, from 14
lion dollars in 1880 to 63 millions in
Meantime exportations of In1905.
1--

history seekers for options at
on behalf of English people,
were turned down promptly. Mr. McConaghy was with the property during its period of greatest prosperity.
The long Silver Monument tunnel
is again being driven forward, and is
now into the mountain a distance of
more than 1500 feet. The big Silver
Monument vein has not yet been cut,
but it is believed that the breast of
the tunnel is within a short distance
of the vein, and will cut it very soon.
A heavy production from this property may be expected after the vein is
cut by the tunnel.
New
Plant In Operation The
big plant of machinery at U. S.
Treasury shaft No. 1 has been in operation for several weeks and is working perfectly. They have not lost a
moment by- reason of lack of steam or
air since the plant was started. The
200 foot drift north toward White
Eagle shaft No. 1 has been completed,
and the breast of the drift is now below the bottom of the White Eagle
0

-

shaft.
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The Summer Girl (.1. P. Sou-- n . . . Suu-a'- s
Band
It's Hard to Find a Ileal Nice Man, tou.ic Soinr
Bessie V. tin
1W7'.) Sweetheart's a
Pretty Name when It - YOU
( Al. I'iantndo-iManuel Komain
)
IOCS" Oriental March from
Tattooed Man"
Victor Herbert (Vic-toHerbert A his Orchestra
Ki2sl Funny Nursery Kliymes (Manuel Klein)
Comic Son?
Billy Murray and Chorus
(WW From Greenland's Icy Mountains (Lowell Mason )
Sacred
Edison Mixed Quartette
K2s-- "
Have Vim Got Another Girl at Home Like Mary
(Lawrence and(.odtrey) Waltz Solid Harry Fay
IffiW Medley cflrish Heels Accordion .John Kimmble
lOisR Kily Kiley (Iluhbelli Waltz Sons; . . . Ada Jones
lirjxti Ting Tins; Sang (Tom l.cinonier) Comic Duet
Collins and Harlan
I Wonder Who's
10JKT
Kissing Hor Now (Howard!
Sentimental Song
Manuel komain
102H8 Territorial March
(blankcnhiirj?)
National (Londonl Military Band
WW Ma Lil'SweetSunbeamtMcKinley) Mabel McKinley
lui'.iO
Meet Me
in Dreamland (Leo Friedman)
Elizabeth Wheeler and Harry Anthony
1 H391
Wild Cherries-Coo- ny,
Spoony hair ( Ted Synder)
Coon Son
Edward Meeker
10SM The i'ortly Major March (Walter Rolfe)
American Symphony Orchestra
l'i3 I Said Hooray (Weston and Barnes)
Comic Song
jack Pleasants
FW4 Wedding Bells (J. Fred Holf) . Premier
Quartette
11129.1
Flanagan and His Motor Car (Original)
Vaudeville Specialty
Sieve Porter
1CK06 Kaiser FricdricU March (Carl Friedemaim)
United States Marine Band
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King o'ttusvH (Leo Fall)
Klizaheth Wheeler find Tlarrv Anllmnv
The Bird itli the dukea Wins; H. II. Huveriilin-Edi-m- i
Sacred
Mixed Otinrtitln
Pallet Music from "Mile. Mudi - e" (Victor Herbert )
Victor Herbert and his Orchestra
sr.
When (Vim Were Sweet Sixteen ulames Thornton)
Sentimental Ballad
Manuel Koinain
332
uhhlc Jiuutt from " The Mascot " (Amlniio
Elizabeth Wheeler and Harry Anthonv
333 Monte CriKto t Kotlar)
Quintette
334 Don't T'.o An Old Maid, Molly i Kerry Mills i
Waltz Song
liyron 0. Ilarlaii
IV A Race for a Wife Original ( A ltace Trick Sketch
Ada June-- ; ami l.en Spenc r
3'16 Pique Dame Overture
(Suppi'o Kdi xill Concert liand
Down in Sunshine Alley, Sally (lien. W. Meyer i
liilly Murray and Chorm
SB Flow Gently, Sweet Afton (J. E. Snilman)
Mixed Voices Metropolitan Onnrtettn
330 Berceuse de .loeelyn (Godardi . . . Jean Srhwiller
310 From Time lo Time (Stanford)
Thomas Chainier-- ;
311
Lend Kindly Liirht(Dykes) Knickerbocker Quartello
Selection from the "Dollar Friiicc " (Leo Kulii
American Kymnhonv Orchestra
843 Emtnaline (Win. Jerome and Jean Schwartz)
l oon Lo Song . Ada Jones and Billy Murray
314 Maria Theresia March (J. F. Wuiriicr)
United State Marine Haul
EilNori Phonographs
$120 to fliK.on
Standard Kecords
3V.
Amberol Kecords (twice as loiiRi
5tic.
Oraiid Ooura Kecords
75c.' and $1.00
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honograpli. If you haven't an Edison Phonograph, the
first thing to do is to get one, so that you can play these,
new Record",.
Some of the hesc talent in the country has been
engaged in making these and other Records for you.
Hear them at your dealer's and you will want to take
most of them home.
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Chloride,

started to make the connection. fo
air. This work blocks out the U. S.
Treasury company's first unit of milling ore. and it is estimated that after
east and west are fin-- ,
the cross-cut- s
ished the company will have between
25,000 ari 30,000 tons of ore in this
unit. The ore body at the shaft on
this level measures 35 feet in width,
with neither wall showing. The vein
ieself is more than 75 feet wide, and
it is believed that the entire vein will
be milling ore. In driving the level
north some fine ore has been encountered, running as high as $50 per ton.
The entire workings show the steady
milling values. The company will at
once start sinking the shaft and will'
put it down to the SOO foot point without stopping. At the 200 foot level a
station will be cut and crosscut run to
catch the bonanza ore shoot at depth.
The ore fhoot was first encountered
at the 102 foot level, and returned
values in shipments of $253 per ton
for the second class and $440 per ton
dia rubber manufactures are assum- for the first class ore. The company
'
ing important proportions. In the cal- expects to maintain regular shipments
1889
were
valued at from this ore body within a short
endar year
they
2

POIl SALE
ah.-- .

Creekers.
Sierra County John
the man who opened the
bonanza ore in the famous Gold Coin
mine at Cripple Creek in the early
days of that camp, and which sent the
price of the stock from the original
quotation figure of 10 cents per share
to $7.50 per share, is now operating
in the Black range, and is making his
headquarters at this place. He is associated with H. .1. Sisty in the ownership and operation of so ire excellent properties in the north end of the
district, in Poverty creek, within a
mile of the well known Keystone
property. Mr. Sisty has been in the
district several months and has been
quietly picking up some splendid
claims.
Mr. McConaghy has expressed himself as very much pleased with the
general conditions in the district, and
with the showing made on properties'
which are developed to a large extent. It is understood that Messrs.
Sisty and McConaghy will operate extensively in the north end of the
camp. The Gold Coin mine of Cripple Creek, which sprang into prominence under the management of Mr.
McConaghy, developed into one of the
bonanzas of the west. It
' greatest
paid more than twice its capitalization
in dividends, and at one time in its

Phone

s for

FOR KENT OR SALE
writ i r. J. li. Sloan.

I

are
Grant County Mine owners
busy doing their animal assessment
work, and the camp once moie is
iretty lively. The first of the coming
;iar thtsv will be great things doing
in the golden hills of Sylvanite.
Three mining properties are show-it- .
ore. The
rich
g phenomenally
tlold Hill, owned by the Carletons, of
Cripple Creek, is making a fine showing and will be one of the bonanzas.
The Clobe is even better and is yielding $110 gol dure, the ore being sylThe Creeper
vanite and calaverity.
is a wonder, having $101 gold ore
from the grass roots. The ore carries picture gold of great richness as
well as sylvanite and calaverite. A
tunnel is being driven in the Creeper
hill and will soon be under the point
where the first strike was made on the
surface. Tom Pepper has a lease on
i' and is now getting plenty of specimen gold.
Work will begin next week on the
Paso group, owned by a
Sylvanite-E- l
Denver company.
This has one of
the largest fissures in the camp,
which carries good gold values.
Charles Zeiger, of the hotel Zeiger
of El Paso, through Walter Birctitield,
has just bought the Broken Jug front
Williams Carlin. The terms of the
trade have not been made public, but
the purchase price was, no doubt, a
good round sum, as the Jug is one of
the best claims here. Mr. Zeiger tried
to buy this property last spring, but
he and the owners could not then
agree on the price.
Two carloads of high ore were recently shipped from Gold HiTi to Colorado Springs, Colorado, by the owners, which will no doubt attract a
good deal of interest among Cripple
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liquor, ho explained Tersely with The
That "a boozer can never
succeed."
At a dinner in his honor, bust year
at i ho Hotel Knickerbocker for which
bis admirers subscribed Jjiut a plate,
he refused to break his nib' of Temperance.
In the board of aldermen represent-im- ;
Tammany power, Mr. Sullivan
commanded respect and everybody
listened when he took the floor.
Not loim
he returned from Hot
Springs, Ya., where he went, with the
hope of regaining his health. But although he had picked up some
strength his condition remained serious and for several weeks his death,
had been almost daily expected.
To his widow will go a considerable
fortune. Like the other Snllivans,
"Little Tim" was counted a rich man.
He had executive contracting interests and was interested in a multitude of enterprises.

declaration

tts-'-

i

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made wlcn Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell daily,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,

Edison

in every town where we are not
Phonograph
now well represented. Dealers having established
stores should write us at once.

Get complete catalogs of Edison Phonographs of your dealer or write us

National Photograph Company, 75 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.

It is an admitted mcv mat real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results a.i
obtained by advertising in the Now

ico laws for operations in the Black
range. The home office is in Chloride. W. H. Armour, the manager, is
r
an
here, and has owned and
the
Vanderbilt mine for
operated
many years. The property has produced some shipments of high grade
ore, and is now under operation by
the new company, with every indication that it will become one of the important properties of the district. The
Pioneer store has delivered to the
company 1000 feet of track, an ore
car, a supply of drill steel and a considerable quantity of mining supplies,
from which it is evident that the company intends to prosecute vigorous development. The Vanderbilt ore is of
a bornite character, carrying heavy
values in copper and silver and a little gold. The properties are located
in a compact group in the vicinity
of Toledo gulch, on Chloride creek,
about eight miles west of Chloride.
The U. S. Treasury Company's sawmill has practically completed its contract with the government. The logs
are all down and hauled to the mill,
and the company now has over 100,000
feet of lumber at the mill and a large
amount in the yards at Chloride. The
remaining logs recently delivered to
the mill will he put into lumber immediately, and will give the company a
large supply of lumber for all pur
poses. The sawmill has proved one of
the most successful and economical of
the U. S. Treasury Company's activities in this district.
old-time-

NeW Apache District,' Operations
Another company has recently been
organized, under the laws of the territory, with headquarters office at Chloride, to operate in the southren end of
the Black range, whiclj is known locally as the Apache district. This company is the California Mining and Development Company. The manager is
Julius Wilde, a man who" has been in
the camp more or less for a number
of years. His properties lie in Black
Hawk gulch and considerable work
has been done upon them. Some nice
shipments of ore have been made
from these claims in the past. Mr.
Wilde is an experienced mining man
from a mining country, and expresses
the greatest faith in this district. California capital is interested with him
here, and his company intends to push
development work activity.

Machinery Arriving B. L. Morrison, of Colorado Springs, who has under lease the Keystone claim in the
north end of the district, is getting in
his machinery from Engle, to which
$937,497; in 1899, $2,081,588; and in time.
point his carload was billed. Mr. MorNew Black Range Company The rison is bringing iii engine, boiler, 50
the 10 months of 1909, $7,067,038, indicating a total of over $8,000,000 for Vanderbilt Mining and Milling Com- ton Morrison crusher or mill, ore cars,
the calendar year. Of the 7 million pany is the name of the new company press drill, pine, track and tools. ' The
dollars' worth of India rubber manu- - recently organized under New Mex- - equipment will be installed at the

Mexican.
in early middle life, from, say his
friends, overwork.
At the time of his death, be was
chairman of the finance committee of 780 W 6th it. S,W Cor. 6th. & rope Sts.
the board of aldermen.
.
Always active in politics he had, at
Ki t
one time or another, been a member
clas fnniitv hotel Et'KUPKA N FLAN
of the state legislature and acting
HKl
rooms. 25 private
Imtlis.
All
outs!d
mayor of the city. "Big Tim," Timi
ems. best ventilateii
D.
state
now
is
In
Sullivan,
house
senator,
othy
the city; two
block from 1'ost ftice
the only one of the famous Snllivans
ti. very heart of city,
left.
e s
unexcelled for comfort
fit
hjvvv and
con v e n Icnces
"Little Tim's" funeral will be held
prompt attention and
cleanliness
Is our
Friday morning, and the pallbearers
motto; hot and cold
district.
will include polticiaus great and
running water and
steam ncai.
small.
A BOOZER CAN
KATKSToc dayspeclal terms by month
"Little Tim" never Irank intoxicants
WaliliiKton St, Car direct to door.
NEVER SUCCEED.
M. I BAKKY, Frop.
or smoked. His refraining from ths
Saying of Timothy P. Sullivan, the
Tammany Leader Who Died of
Overwork.

Keystone as rapidly as possible and
production can begin immediately
after installation, as the Keystone
properly shows a large vein of good
grade ore, portions of which are of
shipping grade. It is tinedstood here
that Mr. Morrison will later install a
treatment plant, .provided his preliminary tests prove satisfactory. The
Keystone claim is one of the properties owned by the U. S. Treasury Company, and end lines on the south with
the Great Republic group, which has
one of the best ore showings in the

HOTEL ACACIA

Unsurpassed Chocolates

New York, Dec. 23. Timothy P.
Sullivan, the "Little Tim" of the Bowery and a power in Metropolitan politics, died last night, He had been in
bad health for more than six months.
Death resulted from Bright's disease
and inflammation of the heart.
Just when "Little Tim" was bora
history does not record, but he died

tap

liar I

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
on?.y Ai?

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

THE NEW BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Story of
The Poo! of Flame
Truxton King AGraustark
By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE

By GEORGE BARR McCUTCHEON

This is the best selling novel in America. ,
If you read novels, or give them as
presents, you will naturally want it,

THE
HOLIDAY BOOK
For 1909

This is a rousing, thrilling story of
adventure and slims the author of
the trcmendoush popular "BRJSS

BOWL:' at

Illustrated by
HARRISON FISHER
$1.50

Illustrated

Market

By FRANCES FOSTER PERRY
This is the ideal book of the year for

by HARRISON

his best.

'

FISHER
ILLUSTRATED

$1.50

Their Hearts'
The Island
The Title
Desire
By EMILY POST

Holiday giving. 1J you see it yon U
like it; i you read it, you it
love t.

A story that appeals to all sorts of
e
and power.
American women. A
the
an
ful presentation of life of American heiress
after she marries a title.
life-lik-

ILLUSTRATED

-

-

-

AT

$1.50

ALL

Boxed,

net

z.uu

of Regentmt
eration TOsEYND
'

.,

,

r

ff

,

,

Jin American couege gin aone on a aeseri
island with a twentieth century savage; a startling

plot, splendidly worked out.
ILLUSTRATED

$1.50

BOOKSELLERS

BODD, MEAD AND COMPANY, Publishers, NEW YORK CITY
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NOW
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NO. 92.
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Albu-rpierq-

BLUE POINTS
CRABS
LOBSTERS

mm s

Vado, Rio Arriba county, has filed they have spent forty thousand dol- - present statehood campaign. He says
suit at Lexington, Kentucky, for $1,- - lars improving the range, south of that the
project is exceedingly bright.
So against Ara H. Jewell and J. this fence.
The injunction holds on- - He met presonally every member of
F Cook. Mrs. Easterbrook alleges ly until the defendants' cattle
(Continued From Page Two.)
are the cabinet and is sure they look with
that the defendants engaged to sell dipped.
favor upon the hopes of New Mexico.
.
Most any kind of a present you !icr a Kentucky nrea mammotu jacK.
"Among the many pleasant things
want can be h:id at Fischer Irug Com- -' from (!2 to 63 inches high, for $650: .CHIEF JUSTirF mii i e
that cume to tile new executive dur- pany's. Come in and let us show you. iliat tbe paid the price aDd they
UlVEN RECEPTION AT RATON, ing his absence from Las Vegas, one
House
Work on Lamy Eating
shipped her a jack which was less
lingers very pleasantly in his
'Wink on the Harvey eating house at than 5S inches high. She prays for Three Hundred of His Friends Greet that
is the reception of welcome he
mind,
is progressing slowly on ac-- ' lie return of her $650, freight chargj Lamy
Him While Train Makes
received at Raton this noon. He was
'
es
of
of $14:5.85 and damages
$500.
count of the cold weather. It will
Brief Stop.
met at the train by a large body of
:take several months before it will be; Fischer Drug Company have just
Says the Raton Range of Tuesday citizens and a brass band. So many
to take care of guests.
rea-lreceived their stock of Xmas candies evening:
with
j were desirous of shaking hands
i
"Governor-elec- t
Eight Women Arrested At Old Al- - and can please yon. Call in and see
Win. J. Mills pass- - the judge that there was no time tor
women
eight
buqiierque yesterday,
ed through Raton this morning en
what they have.
speechmuking.
from three different resorts were ar- and other
Death ?t Albuquerque Frank R. route from Washington
"When asked when he expected to
rested on charges preferred by Serafin
eastern cities, to his home at Las qualify and take up his new official
24 years, died at
aged
Copke,
Garcia, who on the other hand is ae-- ,
esas.
of tuberculosis. He
uuties in tinntr te, Judge Miiis re- etised of levying tribute upon the wo- - came to yesterday
"While no attempt was made for plied:
as a nealth- Albuquerque
men.
" 'I am in no hurry. That will de- seuer trom
last .august. a tormal reception to the territory's
Train Report The Santa Fe trains Mrs. Hattie uiuanoma
Tues- - newly appointed governo'r, more than pend entirely on the convenience and
on
died
Howard
are reported as follows: Stub Nos. 1
after several years' illness with three hundred of Chief Justice Mills' wishes of my friend, Governor Curry.'
and S on time; regular No. 1 at Lamy day
Edward Gillespie died Katon tnends gathered at the station
tuberculosis.
"Beyond what has been stated
at 7:30; No. 7 at Lamy at 9:30; No. 9 of
were to greet him upon his entry into the above Judge Mills was unwilling to
the
remains
and
consumption
4
at Lamy at 10; No. on time; No. S'
j express
to Saint George, Ga. Rafael territory.
himself at the present time
at 12:30; No. 3 at. 3 o'clock; No. 2 at shipped
"The Raton band gave a short con- - regarding matters concerning the
t,
41 years, died of consumpPara,
aged
noon.
while the many friends of the titude of the national administration
The
Fe
Santa
tion
at
the
hospital.
Postoffice Hours on Christmas Day!
was held yesterday afternoon. new governor were greeting him, and towards New Mexico official affairs."
The postoflice will observe holiday, funeral
TO
OUR
PATRONS Kindly let us extending congratulations.
hours on Saturday. The general de"Judge Mills expressed himself as INDICTED ON CHARGES
all
have
actually necessary calls
your
windows
will
be
livery and registry
3 p. ni. Dec. 24th, 1909, being gratified at his reception here,
OF OFFICIAL GRAFT.
before
work
for
open from nine to ten o'clock in the; as our office will not be open Dec. and stated that he had
born
always
Dec. 23. Charles
Okla.,
Muskogee
win-order
ihe
money
'
forenoon, but
Fe Water and Light Co. a feeling of warm interest for Raton, Vanur .William Harris and T. B. Sut-an- d
dow will be closed all day. There 25th. Santa
her people. He stated that he ton, commissioners of Muskogee coun-woulwill be one collection and delivery of
For the first time in the. history of
serve the best interests of the ly were indicted yesterday on charges
mail by carriers in the forenoon.
Santa Fe, basket ball will be played whole
There are
and of malfeasance in office.
territory as governor,
Two Weddinns at Albuquerque
at. the Armory on next
Wednesday,
the
of
Raton
and
urged
this
people
twenty counts in the indictments,
Miss Helen 13. Pratt and Frank E. the 29th of December.
Baseball is
to work incesantiy Tor state-George Shurlock, member of the
Kerman were wedded at Albuquerque good, and football is better, but the vicinity
hood
board of trade, was indict-th- e
and
for
MuskSee
oE
best
the
interests
last eveniug by Rev. F. V. Otto of the eyes of all those who have never been
"d
on
a
Sunshine
The new
charge of perjury. Shurlock
territory.
At St. John's fortunate enough to witness a basket
Methodist, church.
- was a witness before the grand jury
was
rousgovernor
with
three
greeted
Protestant Episcopal church, Clarence hall game, will be opened, at the game
jiu the investigation of a charge with
Oscar Itydholm and Miss May Isabel to be played on above date. Come ins cheers as his train departed.
a fund o $3,000 had been raised with
'Governor
Mills'
will
appointment
Waldie were married by Rev. W. E. and bring all your friends. Rememwhich t0 influence the county corn-ablWarren. Henry Kirch was best man ber, a dance follows and Morrison's take effect March 1, and it is prob-- 1 niissioners to purchase-a- , court house
his
that
be
will
inauguration
and Miss Jessie Kirch bridesmaid.
orchestra plays.
$40,000.
one of the most pleasing events of slte
Every customer coming into our
District
suspended;
Judge King
Four
At
Through
in
kind
Friday
the
Thirty
many years."
store Xmas week will receive a valu- error the announcement
from office the county commissionunappears
on
Mills
Statehood.
Judge
able Christmas present. Be sure you der the Christmas church notices that
ers against whom indictments were
Says the Las Vegas Optic:
get yours. Fischer Drug Co.
at the Church of the Holy Faith, Epis" 'The statehood issue has become returned following which Sheriff R.
Denver and Rio Grande Late The
B. Ramsey, whose office ,is being in- copal, the Christmas carol service
lYin with
Denver and Rio Crande train is re- and Christmas tree exercises will very clearly and explicitly defined at VPftt i'rnttiH filfiH Ilia ffiolto-iiaand there is absolutely i(Jovt;rui)r kaskll
ported two hours and a half late and take place at 10:30. The notice should Washington
the New Mexico General on time. The read at four thirty Friday afternoon, not the slightest doubt that the national
in
administration
is
strongly
TViti
?n:ini-il- i
u.tHinn
Denver and Rio Grande train due December 24th.
rf tlio 1 QnQ
avor of admitting New Mexico into 1awg-0- f
New Mexico are now ready
here yesterday afternoon did not arthe union of states. It is no longer ,,. deliverv
there
rive until 1:45, consequently
pripe. Paner
DECISION
an tern ot news that the Resident
IMPORTANT
north-bountwenty-fat
ten
train
t
was no
full sh
j3.23 plus 1V cent8
BY JUDGE W. H. POPE.
favor of statehood, but ;$4
ive
this morning. It is planned to
if
,H8 2() cent8. post
Address
is decidedly news, and pleasing j a
Thfi
run a train north tonight at twelve
Nfiw
tQ
Mexican
orien
Pr,np
Roswell, N. M. Dec. 23. Infected news, to hear that all the members ,nr Cn
ailta p x; , .
o'clock.
no
have
right ui xiesuiein,
cattle under quarantine
are in
Morrison's orchestra has been en- on
jaus caumet.
the public range with clean cattle favor of our admission
and have so
to
be
held
after
The seals and record book? for nodance
for
the
gaged
to a decision handed down expressed themselves.'
for sale by the New
taries
the basket ball game on next Wednes- according
in Roswell today by Judge W. H.
"This is the substance of an inter- Mexican public
day, and the affair promises to be Pope of the district court.
Company at very
Printing
Judge view had by a representative of The
reasonable rates. Seals for Incorporvery enjoyable. Admission, to both Pope yesterday ordered an injunction
the basket hall game, which begins against the defendants in the case of Optic with Chief Justice William J. ated companies are also handled. Call
at 7:30 sharp, and the dance, the C. W. Merchant and Sons against Mills, who returned from Washing- at or address the New Mexican Printimusic for which will start at nine Christmas and Williams, according to ton this afternoon at 3:30 o'clock, on ng Company." Santa Fe. New Mexico.
cents.
You which defendants cannot let their cat- delayed Santa Fe train No. 1.
o'clock, is seventy-five- ,
' I" mp 'nnntTed wci mat real escan't afford to miss this opportunity. tle, which are now under government
"Judge Mills is in fine spirits and
Occidentals, of Albuquerque, vs. Com- quarantine, run south of the drift his eastern trip seems to have bene- tate, financial men and merchants all
tNH' u uckest and best results a.d
fence which runs east from the Pecos fited him greatly. When seen by the
pany F team.
himself very obtained by advertising in the New
Rio Arriba County Woman Sues for river to the Texas line in Eddy coun reporter he expressed
Damages Mrs. Emily Esterbrook, of ty, New Mexico. The petitioners say j sangine about the outcome of the Mexican.
Kl

Minor City Topics.
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j

Or any hot house vegetables that are not in the
market we would be glad to order them for you.
PHONE

DECEMBER 23, 1909.

j

We sold over 200 jTurkeys for Thanksgiving
and havent had a kick yet. While our dealer
says our Chrisimis Turkey will be better yet:
If you want to order anything extra, such as

NO. 92.

THURSDAY,

j

Christmas Turkey
QUAIL
GROUSE

'MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

i

IS TIME TO ORDER YOUR

PRARIE CHIX

FK N KW

I

at-cer-

MARKET

PHONE
NO. 92.

.

j

d

j

C

4

No'

Grocery

No!

4

1

g

Bakery

For Christmas
Hftllv

dim

IlUliJf

MktlPtnP
ffllDluHUB

We are

tbereis

e,

going to have everjthing
to be tad in our line

Fru't, Vegetables, Poultry, Oysters, Nuts,
Candies, Oranges, Lemons. Grape Fruit
etc etc.

We Made Our Xmas Fruit Cake
Six weeks ago, and are

rady to receive
desire

your orders for anything you may
:
:
in the cake line

:

:

LET US MAKE THAT XMAS CAKE
4.

F. Andrews,

Phone No. 4

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY

"OCR WORK IS BEST"
Our Specialty Good' Work and Prompt Service:
W. H Karr Aarc Santa Fe
Pnone 122 Red

lr

d

strnr

fjm mv ,.mm.n-!:-t-

r

Mad Easy

suspenders,

neck-wea- r,

XMAS PRESENTS

gloves, night robes, pajamas,

hosiery, house coats, bath
robes, shirts, dress shirts,
hats and caps. And when you
come to woman's and Misses
wear you will find the largest
variety ever seen in any store
in the City.

For men, women and children
is an easy prosition at this
store. We have so many
things that are just right that
it is only a matter of choice
selection.

Now we give you the hint to make

The things a man, woman

your selections early while the picking is best. We will assist you in
every way and will make any.
exchanges you desire after Xmas.
Eastern prices guaranteed.

or boy appreciates most,
the things they would buy
in
for themselves-arehe- re

REMEMBER
IS

great variety.

HA HAN

at its best

Toys i of every description.
Men's suits, overcoats, rain
coats, auto coats, fancy vests,

THE SELECTION OF

to secure a good

The Picking is now

OUR MOTTO

HON.ESTY

and

JUST

TREATMENT.
Copyright 1909 by Hart Schaffner & Marx
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